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ScheduleSchedule

•• 4 hours with break 2:15 4 hours with break 2:15 –– 2:45 pm 2:45 pm 
C ll h dC ll h d•• Cell phones and pagersCell phones and pagers

•• Please complete the Please complete the session survey session survey –– we take your feedback we take your feedback 
very seriously!very seriously!very seriously!very seriously!
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Seminar RoadmapSeminar Roadmap

•• We’ll go over basic Geodatabase conceptsWe’ll go over basic Geodatabase concepts
––Might be a review for some of youMight be a review for some of youg yg y

•• Basic programming skillsBasic programming skills
C# dC# d––C# demosC# demos

––Code will be available with slidesCode will be available with slides
––Ability to read OMDsAbility to read OMDs
––ArcObjects supports: ArcObjects supports: .Net.Net, Java, C++, etc…, Java, C++, etc…
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Seminar Roadmap …Seminar Roadmap …

•• Seminar focus on:Seminar focus on:
––Overview of the GeodatabaseOverview of the Geodatabase
––How to work with the Geodatabase APIHow to work with the Geodatabase API
––TipTip\\Tricks for using the APITricks for using the API

•• We’ll take questions throughoutWe’ll take questions throughout
––May want to hold off until we get to the end of each topicMay want to hold off until we get to the end of each topic
––Hold questions to the end of demosHold questions to the end of demos

•• Available at the breakAvailable at the break
Island area over the next few daysIsland area over the next few days•• Island area over the next few daysIsland area over the next few days
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
• Editing
• Beyond Basics
• Cursors and Queries
• Versioning
• Conversions and Loading
• Extending the Geodatabase• Extending the Geodatabase
• Questions and other information
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What is the geodatabase?What is the geodatabase?

• Core ArcGIS data model
– A comprehensive model for representing and managing GIS data

• A physical store of geographic data
S l bl t d l t d diff t l tf– Scalable storage model supported on different platforms

• A transactional model for managing GIS workflowsA transactional model for managing GIS workflows

• Set of COM components for accessing data
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Geodatabase Data Management ApproachGeodatabase Data Management Approach

•• The geodatabase is built on an extended relational database.The geodatabase is built on an extended relational database.
–– Relational integrityRelational integrity
–– Base short transaction modelBase short transaction model
–– Reliability, Flexibility, ScalabilityReliability, Flexibility, Scalability
–– Supports continuous, large datasetsSupports continuous, large datasets

•• Simple features + logicSimple features + logic
–– All geographic data stored as tables in a DBMSAll geographic data stored as tables in a DBMSg g pg g p
–– Extend functionality and data integrityExtend functionality and data integrity
–– Functionality is consistent across DBMS’Functionality is consistent across DBMS’

•• Application logic (software) Application logic (software) 
–– Works on standard DBMS tableWorks on standard DBMS tables
–– Implements GIS integrity and behaviorImplements GIS integrity and behaviorp g yp g y
–– Business rules, topology, networksBusiness rules, topology, networks



Geodatabase Data Management Approach …Geodatabase Data Management Approach …

•• Editing and data compilationEditing and data compilation
––Rich set of editing tools Rich set of editing tools gg
––Maintain spatial and attribute integrityMaintain spatial and attribute integrity
––Undo and redo editsUndo and redo edits
––Multiple users editing the same dataMultiple users editing the same data––Multiple users editing the same dataMultiple users editing the same data

•• Versioning work flowsVersioning work flows
––Multiple users editing over long periods of timeMultiple users editing over long periods of time
––ArchivingArchiving
––Distributed data managementDistributed data managementDistributed data managementDistributed data management

•• Components for accessing dataComponents for accessing data
––Robust, customizable frameworkRobust, customizable framework
––Build and manage your own specific GIS solutionBuild and manage your own specific GIS solution



Inside the GeodatabaseInside the Geodatabase

•• A A geodatabasegeodatabase contains datasets.contains datasets.
–– Datasets represent collections of information with a realDatasets represent collections of information with a real--world world 

i t t tii t t tiinterpretation.interpretation.

•• Types of geographic datasets:Types of geographic datasets:
–– TablesTables
–– Object classes, feature classes, relationship classesObject classes, feature classes, relationship classes
–– Feature datasetsFeature datasets
–– Networks, Topologies, Raster and cadastral datasetsNetworks, Topologies, Raster and cadastral datasets

•• Datasets have associated information to help manage integrity, Datasets have associated information to help manage integrity, p g g y,p g g y,
behavior, and interpretationbehavior, and interpretation

–– Domains, Relational integrity, Topology, MetadataDomains, Relational integrity, Topology, Metadata
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Inside the Geodatabase…Inside the Geodatabase…

Table Raster dataset

Raster catalogFeature dataset

Feature class
Polygon Annotation

Raster catalog

S d

Schematic dataset

Line
Polygon

Point
Dimension
Annotation

Route

R l ti hi l

Survey dataset

Project folder Project

Topology

G i k

Relationship class Toolbox

Tool Model Script

Network dataset

Geometric network
Behavior

Relationship rules
Connectivity rules

Attribute domains
Attribute defaults
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Geodatabase …

•• Types of GeodatabasesTypes of Geodatabases
•• GeodatabasesGeodatabases can be stored different wayscan be stored different waysGeodatabasesGeodatabases can be stored different wayscan be stored different ways

––Personal Personal geodatabasegeodatabase (Access (Access mdbmdb file)file)
––File geodatabaseFile geodatabase

•• Directory of binary filesDirectory of binary files•• Directory of binary filesDirectory of binary files
–– ArcSDE for SQL Server ExpressArcSDE for SQL Server Express
––Enterprise Enterprise ArcSDEArcSDE

•• 4 supported DBMSs4 supported DBMSs
ArcSDE Technology

•• 4 supported DBMSs4 supported DBMSs
ArcSDE for SQL Server Express

File
GDB

Personal
GDB 

(Access) Enterprise
ArcSDE

Workgroup
Edition

Desktop
Edition

1010Increasing size and/or functionality



3 Types of Geodatabases…3 Types of Geodatabases…

Personal GDB File GDB SDE GDB
(3 editions)

Storage formatStorage format MicrosoftMicrosoft
AccessAccess

Folder ofFolder of
binary filesbinary files

DBMSDBMS
AccessAccess binary filesbinary files

Storage capacity 2 GB 1 TB
per table*

Depends on
edition

Supported O/S Supported O/S 
platformplatform

WindowsWindows Any platformAny platform Depends onDepends on
editionedition

Number of users Single editor Single editor Multiple editors
Multiple readers Multiple readers & readers

Distributed GDB Distributed GDB 
functionalityfunctionality

Check out/check inCheck out/check in
replicationreplication

Check out/check inCheck out/check in
replicationreplication

ReplicationReplication
(all types)(all types)

& i i& i i
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& versioning& versioning

* By default; option to have 256 TB per table



3 Types of Geodatabases…3 Types of Geodatabases…
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& versioning
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3 Types of Geodatabases…3 Types of Geodatabases…
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DemoDemo

•• Tour around a GeodatabaseTour around a Geodatabase Part 1Part 1•• Tour around a Geodatabase Tour around a Geodatabase –– Part 1Part 1
•• Tour around a geodatabase Tour around a geodatabase –– Part 2Part 2
•• Create a file geodatabase (.Create a file geodatabase (.gdbgdb))Create a file geodatabase (.Create a file geodatabase (.gdbgdb))
•• Create a feature dataset and feature classCreate a feature dataset and feature class
•• Tour around a geodatabase Tour around a geodatabase –– Part 3Part 3
•• Creating domains, subtypes and rulesCreating domains, subtypes and rules
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
• Editing
• Beyond Basics
• Cursors and Queries
• Versioning
• Conversions and Loading
• Extending the Geodatabase• Extending the Geodatabase
• Questions and other information
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LicensingLicensing

•• Required to initialize licensing to correct level when Required to initialize licensing to correct level when 
working with geodatabase in Engine environmentworking with geodatabase in Engine environmentg g gg g g

–– If not, get an error on call to open the workspaceIf not, get an error on call to open the workspace
•• Configure license at application start timeConfigure license at application start time

iLi P d tC d E i G DBiLi P d tC d E i G DB––esriLicenseProductCodeEngineGeoDBesriLicenseProductCodeEngineGeoDB
•• Enterprise geodatabase editing application:Enterprise geodatabase editing application:

––ArcGIS Engine Geodatabase Editing licenseArcGIS Engine Geodatabase Editing licenseg gg g
––ArcEditor licenseArcEditor license
––ArcInfo licenseArcInfo license
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Workspace Factory and WorkspacesWorkspace Factory and Workspaces

•• Workspace Factory is a dispenser of workspacesWorkspace Factory is a dispenser of workspaces
––Personal, File, ArcSDE workspacesPersonal, File, ArcSDE workspaces

•• Create a factory from a workspace factory Create a factory from a workspace factory coclasscoclass
•• Workspace factories are singleton objectsWorkspace factories are singleton objects

––One instance created per Component Object Model (COM) One instance created per Component Object Model (COM) 
apartmentapartment

––Further calls return a reference to the existing objectFurther calls return a reference to the existing object

IW k F t WorkspaceFactoryIWorkspaceFactory

WorkspaceIWorkspaceFactory2
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Workspace Factory and WorkspacesWorkspace Factory and Workspaces

•• A workspace is a container of A workspace is a container of datasetsdatasets..
––Geodatabase, coverage workspace, folder of shapefilesGeodatabase, coverage workspace, folder of shapefilesgg

•• Workspaces are not singleton objectsWorkspaces are not singleton objects
––But, requesting a workspace with the same properties as an But, requesting a workspace with the same properties as an 

existing instance returns a reference to itexisting instance returns a reference to itexisting instance returns a reference to itexisting instance returns a reference to it
––The Geodatabase guarantees unique instancingThe Geodatabase guarantees unique instancing

IW k F t WorkspaceFactoryIWorkspaceFactory

WorkspaceIWorkspaceFactory2
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Making a connectionMaking a connection

•• Create a workspace from a factory Create a workspace from a factory 
––Path to data and window handle (app ID)Path to data and window handle (app ID)
––PropertysetPropertyset or string containing connection propertiesor string containing connection properties

•• Connecting using a property setConnecting using a property set
IWorkspaceFactory sdeWkspFact = new SdeWorkspaceFactoryClass();

IPropertySet propset = new PropertySetClass();

propset.SetProperty("SERVER",“crimsontide"); 

propset.SetProperty("INSTANCE","5151");

propset.SetProperty("USER","brent");

propset SetProperty("PASSWORD" "brent");propset.SetProperty( PASSWORD , brent );

propset.SetProperty("DATABASE","null");

propset.SetProperty("VERSION","SDE.DEFAULT");

propset.SetProperty("AUTHENTICATION_MODE","DBMS");

k k d k t O ( t 0)IWorkspace workspace = sdeWkspFact.Open(propset, 0);

string nameOfFile = "D:\\data\\redarrow.sde”;

•• Connecting using a connection fileConnecting using a connection file

1919

string nameOfFile  D:\\data\\redarrow.sde ;

IWorkspace workspace = workspaceFactory.OpenFromFile(nameOfFile, 0);



Geoatabase specific informationGeoatabase specific information

•• Some aspects of Geodatabases differ from one Some aspects of Geodatabases differ from one 
anotheranother

•• Don’t assume field names remain constantDon’t assume field names remain constant
––Can differ between geodatabasesCan differ between geodatabases

IF t ClIF t Cl Sh Fi ldNSh Fi ldN tt–– IFeatureClassIFeatureClass::::ShapeFieldNameShapeFieldName propertyproperty
•• ISQLSyntaxISQLSyntax interface can be used to determine SQL interface can be used to determine SQL 

predicates, clauses, and other database specific predicates, clauses, and other database specific p , , pp , , p
constraints are supported by a workspaceconstraints are supported by a workspace

–– ISQLSyntax.GetSpecialCharacterISQLSyntax.GetSpecialCharacter((esriSQL_DelimitedIdentifierPrefixesriSQL_DelimitedIdentifierPrefix))
–– ISQLSyntax.GetFunctionNameISQLSyntax.GetFunctionName((esriSQL_UPPEResriSQL_UPPER))

–– Important for queriesImportant for queries
•• Can determine supported clauses for a data sourceCan determine supported clauses for a data source

•• IWorkspacePropertiesIWorkspaceProperties•• IWorkspacePropertiesIWorkspaceProperties
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Creating DatasetsCreating Datasets

•• Dataset modelDataset model
––Open methods on Open methods on IFeatureWorkspaceIFeatureWorkspace, , 

IFeatureClassContainerIFeatureClassContainer, …, …
•• Dataset Extensibility modelDataset Extensibility model

Open methods on IDatasetContainer2Open methods on IDatasetContainer2––Open methods on IDatasetContainer2Open methods on IDatasetContainer2
•• Use a name Use a name –– "Streets“"Streets“

––Use Use ISQLSyntaxISQLSyntax::::QualifyTableNameQualifyTableName for SDEfor SDE
––Owner not required to qualify nameOwner not required to qualify name
–– IWorkspace2::IWorkspace2::NameExistsNameExists

•• Use a ClassIDUse a ClassID•• Use a ClassIDUse a ClassID
––ClassIDsClassIDs are unique and sequential within geodatabaseare unique and sequential within geodatabase

•• Other methods; Index, Enumerators, etcOther methods; Index, Enumerators, etc
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Creating Datasets …Creating Datasets …

•• Create methods to match the open methodsCreate methods to match the open methods
––FeatureClassFeatureClass
––FeatureDatasetFeatureDataset
––TableTable
---- ……

•• Dataset modelDataset model
––Properties of dataset to be created arguments to Create Properties of dataset to be created arguments to Create 

methodmethod
•• Dataset Extensibility modelDataset Extensibility model

––Use a Data Element that has been preUse a Data Element that has been pre--populatedpopulatedUse a Data Element that has been preUse a Data Element that has been pre populatedpopulated
––For Network Datasets, Terrains, Representations, Cadastral For Network Datasets, Terrains, Representations, Cadastral 

FabricsFabrics
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Creating Datasets …Creating Datasets …

•• Creation of datasets is a type of DDL commandCreation of datasets is a type of DDL command
––Data definition language Data definition language -- database commands that modify database commands that modify g gg g yy

the schema of a databasethe schema of a database
––Should never be called inside of an edit sessionShould never be called inside of an edit session
––Commit any transactions that are currently open, making itCommit any transactions that are currently open, making itCommit any transactions that are currently open, making it Commit any transactions that are currently open, making it 

impossible to rollback any unwanted edits should an error impossible to rollback any unwanted edits should an error 
occuroccur
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Dataset ModelDataset Model

•• Extend existing objects with new interfaces for each Extend existing objects with new interfaces for each 
specific datasetspecific dataset

WorkspaceWorkspace
11 **

FeatureDatasetFeatureDataset IFeatureClassContainerFeatureDatasetFeatureDataset
IRelationshipClassContainer

INetworkCollection2

ITopologyContainer
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Dataset Extensions ModelDataset Extensions Model

•• Utilizes an enhanced workspace extension operating Utilizes an enhanced workspace extension operating 
with a new dataset, feature dataset extension with a new dataset, feature dataset extension 
(optional), data element, and name object(optional), data element, and name object

11 **WorkspaceWorkspace FeatureDatasetFeatureDataset

11
**

11
**

Dataset type specificDataset type specific

WorkspaceWorkspace
DatasetExtensionDatasetExtension

FeatureDatasetFeatureDataset
ExtensionExtension

ExtensionExtension
DatasetDataset

11 ** 11 **

Network DatasetNetwork Dataset
Terrain DatasetTerrain Dataset

Cadastral FabricCadastral FabricDataElementDataElement NameName
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Rows and TablesRows and Tables

•• Type of Dataset in the GeodatabaseType of Dataset in the Geodatabase
––Containing zero to many rowsContaining zero to many rowsg yg y
––One to many columnsOne to many columns
––All rows in the table have the same schemaAll rows in the table have the same schema

•• ITableITable interface provides Table management abilitiesinterface provides Table management abilities•• ITableITable interface provides Table management abilitiesinterface provides Table management abilities
––View and modify schemaView and modify schema
––Add and remove rowsAdd and remove rows
––Perform queriesPerform queries
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Objects and Object ClassesObjects and Object Classes

•• Objects are entities with properties and behaviorObjects are entities with properties and behavior
––Extend the Row conceptExtend the Row concept

•• An Object Class is a Table with Geodatabase behaviorAn Object Class is a Table with Geodatabase behavior
––Registered with the GeodatabaseRegistered with the Geodatabase

A bj t i i t f bj t lA bj t i i t f bj t l––An object is an instance of an object classAn object is an instance of an object class
––All objects in an object class have the same properties and All objects in an object class have the same properties and 

behaviorbehavior
––An object can be related to other objects via relationships.An object can be related to other objects via relationships.
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Create an Object ClassCreate an Object Class

•• Creates an Creates an ObjectClassObjectClass, returns , returns ITableITable interfaceinterface
–– ObjectIDObjectID field. Values are field. Values are Never ReusedNever Reused..
–– Controlled by the GeodatabaseControlled by the Geodatabase
–– From a database perspective, can be viewed as a primary keyFrom a database perspective, can be viewed as a primary key

•• Can also use it to create a TableCan also use it to create a Table
•• Custom behavior ID’s  Custom behavior ID’s  (can use null for (can use null for EXTClassIDEXTClassID))
•• SDE configuration keyword  SDE configuration keyword  (can use (can use ""))
•• Can create Fields firstCan create Fields first

–– Use Use IObjectClassDescription:RequiredFieldsIObjectClassDescription:RequiredFields
D

Workspace
IFeatureWorkspace CreateTable (name, 

fields ClassID

Dataset

fields, ClassID, 
EXTClassID, 
ConfigKeyword): ITable

Table

2828
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Create an Object Class …Create an Object Class …

•• Object Classes have Object Classes have geodatabasegeodatabase specific specific 
functionality that Tables do not, through several functionality that Tables do not, through several y gy g
interfacesinterfaces

–– IObjectClassIObjectClass
•• AliasNameAliasNameAliasNameAliasName
•• ObjectClassIDObjectClassID
•• RelationshipClassesRelationshipClasses

ISubtypesISubtypes–– ISubtypesISubtypes
•• AddSubtypeAddSubtype

•• Standard table operations, such as queries and row Standard table operations, such as queries and row 
ffcreation, are still performed on an object class using creation, are still performed on an object class using 

the the ITableITable interface. interface. 
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Features and Feature ClassesFeatures and Feature Classes

•• Builds on the Relational ModelBuilds on the Relational Model
Extends the Object Class concept with a spatial attributeExtends the Object Class concept with a spatial attribute––Extends the Object Class concept with a spatial attributeExtends the Object Class concept with a spatial attribute

•• A feature is a spatial object.A feature is a spatial object.
•• A feature is an instance of a feature class.A feature is an instance of a feature class.A feature is an instance of a feature class.A feature is an instance of a feature class.
•• Extended the relational model withExtended the relational model with

––Geometry attribute typesGeometry attribute types

A feature class is a table of rows, where 
each row has a geographic column
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Geodatabase Supports Advanced GeometryGeodatabase Supports Advanced Geometry

•• Points, lines, polygons, text, and surfacesPoints, lines, polygons, text, and surfaces

•• Single and multipart featuresSingle and multipart features

One record in feature class table
Feature with many parts

•• Flexible coordinatesFlexible coordinates
––XY, Z, M, True CurvesXY, Z, M, True Curves
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Create a Feature ClassCreate a Feature Class

•• Same as Same as CreateTableCreateTable except:except:
–– Needs Shape type and Shape field name Needs Shape type and Shape field name yy

•• IGeometryDefEditIGeometryDefEdit used when defining new feature classused when defining new feature class
•• Use Use IObjectClassDescription:RequiredFieldsIObjectClassDescription:RequiredFields

–– Spatial Indexing considerationsSpatial Indexing considerationsp gp g

Workspace

IFeatureWorkspace CreateFeatureClass (name,

Dataset

IFeatureWorkspace CreateFeatureClass (name, 
fields, ClassID, EXTClassID,
feature type, shapefield 
name, ConfigKeyword): 
IFeat reClass

Table

IFeatureClass

ObjectClass
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Create a Feature Class …Create a Feature Class …

•• Feature classes that store simple features can be Feature classes that store simple features can be 
organized either inside or outside a feature datasetorganized either inside or outside a feature datasetgg
–– Those outside a feature dataset are called standalone feature Those outside a feature dataset are called standalone feature 

classesclasses
–– Feature classes which store topological features, for exampleFeature classes which store topological features, for exampleFeature classes which store topological features, for example Feature classes which store topological features, for example 

those participating in geometric networks, must be contained those participating in geometric networks, must be contained 
within a feature dataset to ensure a common spatial referencewithin a feature dataset to ensure a common spatial reference

•• Each dataset in aEach dataset in a geodatabasegeodatabase must have a uniquemust have a uniqueEach dataset in a Each dataset in a geodatabasegeodatabase must have a unique must have a unique 
name for the type of datasetname for the type of dataset
–– Feature classes must have a unique name Feature classes must have a unique name 
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Table Table –– Object Class Object Class –– Feature ClassFeature Class

TableTable Object ClassObject Class Feature ClassFeature Class

Contains RowsRows ObjectsObjects FeaturesFeatures

Row Creation Row Creation 
MethodMethod

ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow IFeatureClass.IFeatureClass.
CreateFeatureCreateFeature

Required FieldsRequired Fields NoneNone ObjectIDObjectID ObjectIDObjectID, shape, shape

Registered with the
G d t b

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
Geodatabase

Supports subtypes,Supports subtypes,
domainsdomains

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
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Table Table –– Object Class Object Class –– Feature ClassFeature Class

TableTable Object ClassObject Class Feature ClassFeature Class

Contains RowsRows ObjectsObjects FeaturesFeatures

Row Creation Row Creation 
MethodMethod

ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow IFeatureClass.IFeatureClass.
CreateFeatureCreateFeature

Required FieldsRequired Fields NoneNone ObjectIDObjectID ObjectIDObjectID, shape, shape

Registered with the
G d t b

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
Geodatabase

Supports subtypes,Supports subtypes,
domainsdomains

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
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Table Table –– Object Class Object Class –– Feature ClassFeature Class

TableTable Object ClassObject Class Feature ClassFeature Class

Contains RowsRows ObjectsObjects FeaturesFeatures

Row Creation Row Creation 
MethodMethod

ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow ITable.CreateRowITable.CreateRow IFeatureClass.IFeatureClass.
CreateFeatureCreateFeature

Required FieldsRequired Fields NoneNone ObjectIDObjectID ObjectIDObjectID, shape, shape

Registered with the
G d t b

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
Geodatabase

Supports subtypes,Supports subtypes,
domainsdomains

FALSEFALSE TRUETRUE TRUETRUE
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Create a FieldCreate a Field

•• Synonymous with a columnSynonymous with a column
•• Set properties with Set properties with IFieldEditIFieldEdit
•• Types include: Integer, Single, Double, String, Date, OID, Types include: Integer, Single, Double, String, Date, OID, 

Geometry, Blob, GUID, Geometry, Blob, GUID, GlobalIDGlobalID, and Raster, and Raster
•• Geodatabase tables must have an Geodatabase tables must have an ObjectIDObjectID fieldfield

–– Using Class Descriptions will take care of thisUsing Class Descriptions will take care of this

Field
IField

IFieldEdit
AliasName: String
Domain: IDomain
Length: Long

SName: String
Precision: Long
Scale: Long
Type: esriFieldType

3737
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Create a Field …Create a Field …

•• Use a Field collection (Fields) when creating datasetsUse a Field collection (Fields) when creating datasets
–– For existing tables use For existing tables use IClassIClass::::AddFieldAddField method to add fields method to add fields gg

and  and  IClassIClass::::DeleteFieldDeleteField method to delete fieldsmethod to delete fields
•• Set properties for the Field with the Set properties for the Field with the IFieldEditIFieldEdit

interfaceinterfaceinterfaceinterface
•• Leverage Class Description whenever possibleLeverage Class Description whenever possible

–– ObjectClassDescriptionObjectClassDescription, , FeatureClassDescriptionFeatureClassDescription, etc, etc

FieldsIFields
IFieldsEdit AddField: IFieldIFieldsEdit AddField: IField

Field
FieldCount
FindField
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Create a Field …Create a Field …

•• IFieldCheckerIFieldChecker has methods for validating fields has methods for validating fields 
collections and table namescollections and table names for a specific workspacefor a specific workspace

•• Use it prior to creating Tables and Feature ClassesUse it prior to creating Tables and Feature Classes
–– From scratchFrom scratch

B d th T bl F t ClB d th T bl F t Cl–– Based on another Table or Feature ClassBased on another Table or Feature Class
•• Validate and Validate and ValidateFieldValidateField

–– Field name and data typesField name and data typesypyp
•• ValidateTableNameValidateTableName

–– Table name does not start with or contain invalid charactersTable name does not start with or contain invalid characters
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Feature DatasetsFeature Datasets

•• A container object for datasets with the A container object for datasets with the same spatial referencesame spatial reference
–– Only exist within a GeodatabaseOnly exist within a Geodatabase

•• Analogous to a coverageAnalogous to a coverage
–– Less restrictiveLess restrictive

Subdivision

•• Container for:Container for:
–– Geometric networksGeometric networks

ParcelCorner

Parcel

–– TopologiesTopologies
–– Network DatasetsNetwork Datasets
–– TerrainsTerrains

ParcelAnno

LotLines

–– Cadastral FabricsCadastral Fabrics
–– Optionally relationship classesOptionally relationship classes

Parcel_Topo

LotDimensions
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Create a Feature DatasetCreate a Feature Dataset

•• Allows the creation of a Feature Dataset:Allows the creation of a Feature Dataset:
–– Methods supported by the returned feature dataset allow the Methods supported by the returned feature dataset allow the yy

creation of feature classes within the feature datasetcreation of feature classes within the feature dataset
–– Can also be used to access datasets through the Dataset Can also be used to access datasets through the Dataset 

modelmodel
•• Spatial Reference is requiredSpatial Reference is required

Workspace

IFeatureWorkspace CreateFeatureDataset 
( ti lR f )

Dataset

(name, spatialReference): 
IFeatureDataset



Feature Datasets …Feature Datasets …

•• Need to remember that feature classes may or may not Need to remember that feature classes may or may not y yy y
belong to a feature datasetbelong to a feature dataset

––The following code assumes a feature dataset exists and may fail:The following code assumes a feature dataset exists and may fail:

IFeatureDataset featureDataset = featureClass.FeatureDataset;
IWorkspace workspace = featureDataset.Workspace;

––This piece of code will work for standalone feature classes and This piece of code will work for standalone feature classes and 
those in feature datasets:those in feature datasets:

IDataset dataset = (IDataset)featureClass;
IWorkspace workspace = dataset.Workspace;
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DemoDemo

•• Tour around a geodatabaseTour around a geodatabase Part 2Part 2•• Tour around a geodatabase Tour around a geodatabase –– Part 2Part 2
•• Create a file geodatabase (.Create a file geodatabase (.gdbgdb))
•• Create a feature dataset and feature classCreate a feature dataset and feature classCreate a feature dataset and feature classCreate a feature dataset and feature class
•• Tour around a geodatabase Tour around a geodatabase –– Part 3Part 3
•• Creating domains, subtypes and rulesCreating domains, subtypes and rules
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DomainsDomains

•• Describe the legal values of a field type.Describe the legal values of a field type.
––Used to ensure attribute integrityUsed to ensure attribute integrity

•• Defined at the workspace levelDefined at the workspace level
•• Domains constrain field valuesDomains constrain field values
•• Associate a domain to a field(s)Associate a domain to a field(s)

––During create use During create use IFieldEdit:DomainIFieldEdit:Domain
OrOr IClassSchemaEdit:AlterDomainIClassSchemaEdit:AlterDomain––Or Or IClassSchemaEdit:AlterDomainIClassSchemaEdit:AlterDomain
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Domains …Domains …

•• Types of domains:Types of domains:
––RangeRange––RangeRange

•• A tree can have a height between 0 and 300 feet.A tree can have a height between 0 and 300 feet.
•• A road can have between one and eight lanes.A road can have between one and eight lanes.

––Coded Value Coded Value 
•• A tree can be of type oak, redwood, or palm.A tree can be of type oak, redwood, or palm.
•• A road can be made of dirt, asphalt, or concrete.A road can be made of dirt, asphalt, or concrete.A road can be made of dirt, asphalt, or concrete.A road can be made of dirt, asphalt, or concrete.
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Domains …Domains …

•• Use the Use the IWorkspaceDomainsIWorkspaceDomains interface to manage the collection interface to manage the collection 
of domains found within a workspace.of domains found within a workspace.

Si D i h d f l hSi D i h d f l h–– Since Domains are shared amongst feature classes; the Since Domains are shared amongst feature classes; the 
management of them is at the workspace levelmanagement of them is at the workspace level

•• DeleteDomainDeleteDomain will fail if the domain is associated with a fieldwill fail if the domain is associated with a field
•• Domain names are unique across a workspaceDomain names are unique across a workspace

–– Need to check for existence of Domain name prior to creation or trap Need to check for existence of Domain name prior to creation or trap 
for the errorfor the error

WorkspaceIWorkspaceDomains
AddDomain
AlterDomain
DeleteDomain
DomainsByFieldType
DomainsByName
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SubtypesSubtypes

•• Subtypes are specific to feature classSubtypes are specific to feature class
–– Partition the objects in a class into like groupsPartition the objects in a class into like groups
–– Can be used with Tables, Object Classes and Feature ClassesCan be used with Tables, Object Classes and Feature Classes

•• Defined at the class levelDefined at the class level
–– Can only be Short or Long IntegersCan only be Short or Long Integers

•• Defined by the value of a subtype field.Defined by the value of a subtype field.
–– Have the same attributeHave the same attribute\\behavior schemabehavior schema
–– Can have different default values and domains for each fieldCan have different default values and domains for each field
–– Can define topology rules between subtypesCan define topology rules between subtypes

CodesDescriptions
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Subtypes …Subtypes …

•• Once set, need to check attribute, connectivity and Once set, need to check attribute, connectivity and 
relationship rules at subtype levelrelationship rules at subtype levelyy

•• Each object class has a default subtype codeEach object class has a default subtype code
–– Important for feature creation and editingImportant for feature creation and editing

S bt th fi t t b h k d d i V lid tiS bt th fi t t b h k d d i V lid ti•• Subtypes are the first to be checked during ValidationSubtypes are the first to be checked during Validation
•• The The ISubtypesISubtypes interface is used for managing subtypes and interface is used for managing subtypes and 

the associated default values and attribute domainsthe associated default values and attribute domainsthe associated default values and attribute domainsthe associated default values and attribute domains

ObjectClassISubtypesyp
AddSubtype
DefaultSubtypeCode
Domain
HasSubtype
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Subtypes …Subtypes …

•• Basic process for setting SubtypesBasic process for setting Subtypes
–– Define subtype fieldDefine subtype fieldypyp

•• ISubtypes:SubtypeFieldNameISubtypes:SubtypeFieldName
–– Check valid values of fieldCheck valid values of field

•• For populated classesFor populated classesFor populated classesFor populated classes
–– Assign Subtype code and nameAssign Subtype code and name

•• ISubtypes:AddSubtypeISubtypes:AddSubtype (code, name)(code, name)
ISubtypes:DefaultSubtypeCodeISubtypes:DefaultSubtypeCode–– ISubtypes:DefaultSubtypeCodeISubtypes:DefaultSubtypeCode
•• Define default subtype codeDefine default subtype code

–– Assign Default Values and Domains at the Subtype levelAssign Default Values and Domains at the Subtype level
IS bt D f ltV lIS bt D f ltV l•• ISubtypes:DefaultValueISubtypes:DefaultValue

•• ISubtypes:DomainISubtypes:Domain
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Validation RulesValidation Rules

•• Store attribute, connectivity, and relationship rules on Store attribute, connectivity, and relationship rules on 
objects as part of the geodatabase.objects as part of the geodatabase.j gj g

•• Predefined, parameter drivenPredefined, parameter driven
––SubtypesSubtypes

Att ib t l Att ib t t lAtt ib t l Att ib t t l––Attribute range rule or Attribute set ruleAttribute range rule or Attribute set rule
––Connectivity ruleConnectivity rule
––Relationship ruleRelationship rule

•• Rules are evaluated at a user specified timeRules are evaluated at a user specified time
––Not performed when the feature is created, stored, edited, etcNot performed when the feature is created, stored, edited, etc

Geodatabase has an optimistic view of the dataGeodatabase has an optimistic view of the data––Geodatabase has an optimistic view of the dataGeodatabase has an optimistic view of the data
––Allows you to load your data; then validate and correct itAllows you to load your data; then validate and correct it
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Validation RulesValidation Rules

•• Use the Use the IValidateIValidate::Validate or ::Validate or IValidationIValidation::Validate ::Validate 
methods to evaluate rules methods to evaluate rules 

––There is an order to how rules are validated:There is an order to how rules are validated:
•• Validate the subtype Validate the subtype 
•• Validate the attribute rulesValidate the attribute rules•• Validate the attribute rules Validate the attribute rules 
•• Validate the network connectivity rules (if network feature) Validate the network connectivity rules (if network feature) 
•• Perform custom validation (using optional class extension) Perform custom validation (using optional class extension) 
•• Validate the relationship rules Validate the relationship rules 

––Validation stops once a check returns falseValidation stops once a check returns false

•• Perform custom validation by writing codePerform custom validation by writing codee o custo a dat o by t g codee o custo a dat o by t g code
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Schema LocksSchema Locks

•• Prevent clashes with other users when changing the Prevent clashes with other users when changing the 
geodatabase structuregeodatabase structuregg

•• Exclusive and SharedExclusive and Shared
–– ISchemaLockISchemaLock primarily used for establishing exclusive lockprimarily used for establishing exclusive lock

Sh d l k li d h i th bj tSh d l k li d h i th bj t––Shared locks are applied when accessing the objectShared locks are applied when accessing the object
––Promote a Shared lock to an Exclusive lockPromote a Shared lock to an Exclusive lock
––Only one Exclusive lock allowedOnly one Exclusive lock allowed

•• Exclusive locks are Exclusive locks are notnot applied or removed automaticallyapplied or removed automatically
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Schema Locks …Schema Locks …

•• When to use?When to use?
•• You must promote a shared lock to exclusive whenYou must promote a shared lock to exclusive whenYou must promote a shared lock to exclusive when You must promote a shared lock to exclusive when 

performing schema modification such as:performing schema modification such as:
––Modifications to attribute domains; coded or rangeModifications to attribute domains; coded or range

Addi d l ti fi ld t f t bj t lAddi d l ti fi ld t f t bj t l––Adding or deleting a field to a feature or object classAdding or deleting a field to a feature or object class
––Associating a class extension with a feature classAssociating a class extension with a feature class
––Creating a Topology, Geometric Network, Network Dataset, Terrain, Creating a Topology, Geometric Network, Network Dataset, Terrain, 

Schematic Dataset, Representation or Cadastral Fabric on a set of Schematic Dataset, Representation or Cadastral Fabric on a set of 
feature classesfeature classes

––Any use of the Any use of the IClassSchemaEditIClassSchemaEdit interfacesinterfaces
–– IFeatureClassLoad.LoadOnlyModeIFeatureClassLoad.LoadOnlyMode
––Rebuilding spatial and attribute indexesRebuilding spatial and attribute indexes
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Schema Locks …Schema Locks …

•• Demote Exclusive lock to Shared lock when the Demote Exclusive lock to Shared lock when the 
modification is completemodification is complete

–– Includes when errors are raised during the schema modificationIncludes when errors are raised during the schema modification

•• Keep your use of Exclusive schema locks tightKeep your use of Exclusive schema locks tight
P t l h ith th li ti dP t l h ith th li ti d––Prevents clashes with other applications and usersPrevents clashes with other applications and users

•• If your application keeps a reference to an object with an If your application keeps a reference to an object with an 
Exclusive schema lockExclusive schema lock

––You will need to handle the Exclusive Schema lock when the object You will need to handle the Exclusive Schema lock when the object 
is usedis used
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Working with IndexesWorking with Indexes

•• Use the Use the IIndexesIIndexes interface to access the indexes for a interface to access the indexes for a 
specific table or feature classspecific table or feature class

––Obtained from a table or feature class by using theObtained from a table or feature class by using the IClass.IndexesIClass.Indexes
––Operates in a similar manner to the Operates in a similar manner to the IFieldsIFields collection objectcollection object

public void DisplayIndexCount(ITable table)
{

IIndexes indexes = table.Indexes;
Console.WriteLine("The table has an index count of {0}.", indexes.IndexCount);

}

•• Use the Use the IIndexEditIIndexEdit interface to create a new indexinterface to create a new index

} 

––Operates in a similar way to Operates in a similar way to IFieldEditIFieldEdit
––Use the Use the IClass.AddIndexIClass.AddIndex method to add it to the class method to add it to the class 
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Attribute IndexesAttribute Indexes

•• Based on an ordered list of one or more fields in a tableBased on an ordered list of one or more fields in a table
––List order determines which field is used first with queriesList order determines which field is used first with queriesqq
––Limit ofLimit of 10 fields in a geodatabase attribute index10 fields in a geodatabase attribute index
––File geodatabases does not support multiFile geodatabases does not support multi--field indexesfield indexes

•• All object or feature classes have one attribute index:All object or feature classes have one attribute index:•• All object or feature classes have one attribute index:All object or feature classes have one attribute index:
––ObjectIDObjectID fieldfield
––Added by the GeodatabaseAdded by the Geodatabase

•• Indexes createdIndexes created in the native environment of the database in the native environment of the database 
management system (DBMS) can also be accessed.management system (DBMS) can also be accessed.
For shapefiles both spatial and attribute indexes can beFor shapefiles both spatial and attribute indexes can be•• For shapefiles, both spatial and attribute indexes can be For shapefiles, both spatial and attribute indexes can be 
manipulatedmanipulated

––Limit of one field in an attribute indexLimit of one field in an attribute index
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Spatial IndexesSpatial Indexes

•• Associated with the Shape field of a feature classAssociated with the Shape field of a feature class
•• Created automatically when a geodatabase feature class isCreated automatically when a geodatabase feature class isCreated automatically when a geodatabase feature class is Created automatically when a geodatabase feature class is 

createdcreated
•• Spatial indexes have GridSize and GridCount propertiesSpatial indexes have GridSize and GridCount properties

–– Initial grid size of 0 allows ArcGIS to determine the initial grid sizeInitial grid size of 0 allows ArcGIS to determine the initial grid size
––RR--Tree spatial index (e.g. Oracle Spatial, Informix, PostgreSQL) return Tree spatial index (e.g. Oracle Spatial, Informix, PostgreSQL) return 

a value of a value of --22

•• Possible to delete and rePossible to delete and re--create the spatial index with the create the spatial index with the 
IFeatureClass.DeleteIndexIFeatureClass.DeleteIndex and AddIndexand AddIndex methodsmethods

Not support for personal geodatabase feature classesNot support for personal geodatabase feature classes––Not support for personal geodatabase feature classesNot support for personal geodatabase feature classes
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Data Access and Creation demo …Data Access and Creation demo …

•• Tour around a geodatabaseTour around a geodatabase Part 3Part 3•• Tour around a geodatabase Tour around a geodatabase –– Part 3Part 3
• Creating domains, subtypes and rules
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Creating Rows and FeaturesCreating Rows and Features

•• Basic process to create row or featureBasic process to create row or feature
––CreateRowCreateRow or or CreateFeatureCreateFeature

•• Can also use Can also use InsertCursorInsertCursor, more later, more later
–– If subtypes present, set If subtypes present, set IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::SubtypeCodeSubtypeCode
–– If default values callIf default values call IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::InitDefaultValuesInitDefaultValuesIf default values, call If default values, call IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::InitDefaultValuesInitDefaultValues
––Set attribute valuesSet attribute values
––Create geometry and set ShapeCreate geometry and set Shape

C ll StC ll St––Call StoreCall Store
•• Writes the values to the record in the tableWrites the values to the record in the table
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Creating Rows and FeaturesCreating Rows and Features
public void CreateFeature(IFeatureClass featureClass IPoint point)

•• Basic process to create row or featureBasic process to create row or feature
––CreateRowCreateRow or or CreateFeatureCreateFeature

public void CreateFeature(IFeatureClass featureClass, IPoint point)

{

// Ensure the feature class contains points.

if (featureClass.ShapeType != esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPoint)

{

•• Can also use Can also use InsertCursorInsertCursor, more later, more later
–– If subtypes present, set If subtypes present, set IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::SubtypeCodeSubtypeCode
–– If default values callIf default values call IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::InitDefaultValuesInitDefaultValues

return ;

}

// Build the feature.

IFeature feature = featureClass.CreateFeature();

feature Shape = point;If default values, call If default values, call IRowSubtypesIRowSubtypes::::InitDefaultValuesInitDefaultValues
––Set attribute valuesSet attribute values
––Create geometry and set ShapeCreate geometry and set Shape

C ll StC ll St

feature.Shape = point;

// Apply the appropriate subtype to the feature.

ISubtypes subtypes = (ISubtypes)featureClass;

IRowSubtypes rowSubtypes = (IRowSubtypes)feature;

if (subtypes.HasSubtype)
––Call StoreCall Store

•• Writes the values to the record in the tableWrites the values to the record in the table
{ 

// In this example, the value of 3 represents the Cross subtype.

rowSubtypes.SubtypeCode = 3;

}

// Initialize any default values the feature has// Initialize any default values the feature has.

rowSubtypes.InitDefaultValues();

// Update the value on a string field that indicates who installed the feature.

int contractorFieldIndex = featureClass.FindField("CONTRACTOR");

feature.set_Value(contractorFieldIndex, “D. Heatley");
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// Commit the new feature to the geodatabase.

feature.Store();

}



Simple vs. Complex FeaturesSimple vs. Complex Features

•• Within the geodatabase, behavior is dependent upon Within the geodatabase, behavior is dependent upon 
whether a feature is simple or complexwhether a feature is simple or complex

•• Simple featuresSimple features
––Point, line, polygon, multipoint, multipatch featuresPoint, line, polygon, multipoint, multipatch features

Si l R l ti hiSi l R l ti hi––Simple RelationshipsSimple Relationships

•• Complex featuresComplex features
––Network features (simple edge, simple junction, complex edge)Network features (simple edge, simple junction, complex edge)( p g , p j , p g )( p g , p j , p g )
––Annotation featuresAnnotation features
––Dimension featuresDimension features

Raster catalogRaster catalog––Raster catalogRaster catalog
––Custom featuresCustom features
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Simple vs. Complex Features …Simple vs. Complex Features …

•• EditingEditing
––You can perform non versioned edits on simple data onlyYou can perform non versioned edits on simple data onlyp p yp p y

•• points, lines, polygons, annotation, and relationshipspoints, lines, polygons, annotation, and relationships
––You cannot perform non versioned edits on complex data such as You cannot perform non versioned edits on complex data such as 

feature classes in a topology, network dataset, or geometric networkfeature classes in a topology, network dataset, or geometric networkp gy, , gp gy, , g
––Any dataset specific behavior; Any dataset specific behavior; ieie: for features created in geometric : for features created in geometric 

networks, topologies, etc; is handled at creation timenetworks, topologies, etc; is handled at creation time
•• Not required to call Connect or create Dirty AreasNot required to call Connect or create Dirty Areasq yq y
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Simple vs. Complex Features …Simple vs. Complex Features …

•• CursorsCursors
–– Insert cursors can perform direct inserts outside of an edit session Insert cursors can perform direct inserts outside of an edit session pp

on simple dataon simple data
•• Same rule applies to update cursorsSame rule applies to update cursors
•• Offers performance advantages; i.e.: events not firedOffers performance advantages; i.e.: events not fired

––Using these APIs on complex objects (or on objects participating in Using these APIs on complex objects (or on objects participating in 
composite relationships or relationships with notification) negates composite relationships or relationships with notification) negates 
any performance advantagesany performance advantages
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
• Editing
• Beyond Basics
• Cursors and Queries
• Versioning
• Conversions and Loading
• Extending the Geodatabase• Extending the Geodatabase
• Questions and other information
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Geodatabase Editing Geodatabase Editing -- Edit SessionEdit Session

•• Geodatabase explicitly stores change information when Geodatabase explicitly stores change information when 
editededited

•• Only see the changes you’ve made within the edit sessionOnly see the changes you’ve made within the edit session
––Changes made by other applications are not seenChanges made by other applications are not seen

U til S Di dU til S Di d––Until Save or DiscardUntil Save or Discard

•• Edits should be made within an edit operationEdits should be made within an edit operation
––StartEditOperationStartEditOperation –– StopEditOperationStopEditOperationpp p pp p
––Perform the edit as quickly as possiblePerform the edit as quickly as possible
––Keep edit operation “tight and compact”Keep edit operation “tight and compact”

Collect the required information before starting the edit operationCollect the required information before starting the edit operation––Collect the required information before starting the edit operationCollect the required information before starting the edit operation
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Geodatabase Editing Geodatabase Editing -- Edit Session …Edit Session …

•• Each edit operation represents a transactionEach edit operation represents a transaction
––Stop commits the changeStop commits the changep gp g
––Abort rolls back, like undoAbort rolls back, like undo

•• Applications are responsible for calling:Applications are responsible for calling:
Ab tEditO tiAb tEditO ti h d t t dh d t t d––AbortEditOperationAbortEditOperation when errors are detectedwhen errors are detected

––StopEditOperationStopEditOperation to complete edit operationsto complete edit operations
•• Pushes the edit operation onto the undo stackPushes the edit operation onto the undo stack

•• UndoEditOperationUndoEditOperation, , RedoEditOperationRedoEditOperation
––Geodatabase moves the operation between the undo and Geodatabase moves the operation between the undo and 

redo stacksredo stacks
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Editing the GeodatabaseEditing the Geodatabase

•• When to use edit sessions?When to use edit sessions?
––Always…Always…yy
––Must use with topologies, geometric networks, terrains, etcMust use with topologies, geometric networks, terrains, etc
––Use IObjectClassInfo2::CanBypassEditSessionUse IObjectClassInfo2::CanBypassEditSession

•• When to use IEditor or IWorkspaceEdit?When to use IEditor or IWorkspaceEdit?•• When to use IEditor or IWorkspaceEdit?When to use IEditor or IWorkspaceEdit?
––Use IEditor to edit within an application, like ArcMapUse IEditor to edit within an application, like ArcMap
–– Ensures undo/redo consistency between edits made programmatically Ensures undo/redo consistency between edits made programmatically 

d th h th UId th h th UIand through the UIand through the UI
––Must use IWorkspaceEdit in Engine environmentMust use IWorkspaceEdit in Engine environment

•• Similar methods on eachSimilar methods on each

Editor WorkspaceIWorkspaceEditIEditor
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Other Useful Method When EditingOther Useful Method When Editing

•• IDatasetEdit.IsBeingEditedIDatasetEdit.IsBeingEdited
––Determine if a particular dataset is participating in the edit Determine if a particular dataset is participating in the edit p p p gp p p g

session session 

•• IWorkspaceEdit2.IsInEditOperationIWorkspaceEdit2.IsInEditOperation
Determine if the workspace is currently in an edit operationDetermine if the workspace is currently in an edit operation––Determine if the workspace is currently in an edit operationDetermine if the workspace is currently in an edit operation

––Use when deciding whether to start an edit operationUse when deciding whether to start an edit operation

•• IWorkspaceEdit2.EditDataChangesIWorkspaceEdit2.EditDataChanges
––Determine which features have been changed with the scope Determine which features have been changed with the scope 

of an edit session or edit operation. of an edit session or edit operation. 
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Editing DemoEditing Demo

•• Update FeatureUpdate Feature
•• Edit OperationsEdit Operations
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
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• Beyond Basics
• Cursors and Queries
• Versioning
• Conversions and Loading
• Extending the Geodatabase• Extending the Geodatabase
• Questions and other information
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Beyond BasicsBeyond Basics

•• Name ObjectsName Objectsjj
•• Data ElementsData Elements
•• Event ModelEvent Model
• Relationship classeselationship classes
•• Annotation and Dimension feature classesAnnotation and Dimension feature classes
•• TopologyTopology
•• Geometric NetworksGeometric Networks
•• Network DatasetsNetwork Datasets•• Network DatasetsNetwork Datasets
•• Raster Datasets and Raster CatalogsRaster Datasets and Raster Catalogs
•• Geodatabase XMLGeodatabase XMLGeodatabase XMLGeodatabase XML
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Name ObjectsName Objects

•• LightLight--weight representation of real objectweight representation of real object
–– Name objects for each datasetName objects for each datasetjj
–– Acts as a moniker to the datasetActs as a moniker to the dataset

•• Can be persistedCan be persisted
All t bi d t th l bj tAll t bi d t th l bj t•• Allows you to bind to the real objectAllows you to bind to the real object
–– You can get some properties from the name objectYou can get some properties from the name object
–– Can open dataset from Name objectCan open dataset from Name objectp jp j
–– Note: Opening feature classes in complex datasets (Note: Opening feature classes in complex datasets (i.ei.e: geometric : geometric 

networks)  will open all feature classes in the datasetnetworks)  will open all feature classes in the dataset

WorkspaceName Workspace

Name

WorkspaceFactory
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DataElement ObjectsDataElement Objects

•• Used in geoprocessing functions, Web services Dataset Used in geoprocessing functions, Web services Dataset 
ExtensibilityExtensibilityyy
–– Describe actual geodatabase datasetsDescribe actual geodatabase datasets
–– DEFolder, DETable, and DEShapeFile, etcDEFolder, DETable, and DEShapeFile, etc

•• Simple structures whose properties describe the actualSimple structures whose properties describe the actual•• Simple structures whose properties describe the actual Simple structures whose properties describe the actual 
entityentity
–– Different from Name objects, you cannot directly open the datasetDifferent from Name objects, you cannot directly open the dataset

•• Support Support IXMLSerializeIXMLSerialize and and IPersistStreamIPersistStream
–– Can be serialized in XML or binary form Can be serialized in XML or binary form 
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Geodatabase Event ModelGeodatabase Event Model

•• Types of eventsTypes of events
––Feature eventsFeature events
––Class extension eventsClass extension events
––Object class eventsObject class events
––Workspace eventsWorkspace events––Workspace eventsWorkspace events

•• Feature events and class extension events only apply to Feature events and class extension events only apply to 
implementers of custom features and class extensionsimplementers of custom features and class extensions

•• Object class and workspace events may be listened to by Object class and workspace events may be listened to by 
client codeclient code
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Geodatabase Event Model …Geodatabase Event Model …

•• No need to call Store within feature level eventNo need to call Store within feature level event
––Call to Store the object again can lead to unexpected Call to Store the object again can lead to unexpected j g pj g p

behaviorbehavior
private static void EventHandlerInitialization(IFeatureClass featureClass)

{{ 

IObjectClassEvents_Event objectClassEvents = (IObjectClassEvents_Event) featureClass;

objectClassEvents.OnCreate += new IObjectClassEvents_OnCreateEventHandler (OnCreateHandler);

}

private static void OnCreateHandler(IObject obj)

{

obj.set_Value(NAME_INDEX, Environment.UserName);

obj.Store(); // Do NOT do this! 

}
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Geodatabase Event ModelGeodatabase Event Model

•• Some events may either be listened to or may be Some events may either be listened to or may be 
supported in object class extensions; e.g.,supported in object class extensions; e.g.,j gj g

–– IObjectClassEventsIObjectClassEvents
–– ITopologyClassEventsITopologyClassEvents

•• Listenable event interfaces includes…Listenable event interfaces includes…
––IWorkspaceEditEventsIWorkspaceEditEventspp
–– IObjectClassSchemaEventsIObjectClassSchemaEvents
–– IObjectClassEventsIObjectClassEvents
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Relationship ClassesRelationship Classes

•• What is a Relationship Class?What is a Relationship Class?
––An association between two object classes that is persisted within An association between two object classes that is persisted within j pj p

the Geodatabasethe Geodatabase
––A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.
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Relationship Classes …Relationship Classes …

•• What is a Relationship Class?What is a Relationship Class?
––An association between two object classes that is persisted within An association between two object classes that is persisted within 

P lT B ildiP lT B ildi

j pj p
the Geodatabasethe Geodatabase

––A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.

ParcelToBuildingParcelToBuilding
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Relationship Classes …Relationship Classes …

•• What is a Relationship Class?What is a Relationship Class?
––An association between two object classes that is persisted within An association between two object classes that is persisted within 

P lT B ildiP lT B ildi

j pj p
the Geodatabasethe Geodatabase

––A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.A class may participate in multiple relationship classes.

ParcelToBuildingParcelToBuilding
OriginOrigin DestinationDestination

Primary KeyPrimary Key
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Types of Relationship Classes Types of Relationship Classes 

•• Simple Simple 
––Related objects can exist independently of each other.Related objects can exist independently of each other.j p yj p y
––When an origin feature is deleted the Foreign key in the When an origin feature is deleted the Foreign key in the 

destination is set to Null.destination is set to Null.

•• CompositeCompositeCompositeComposite
––Related objects are dependent on the lifetime of the origin objects.Related objects are dependent on the lifetime of the origin objects.
––When an origin feature is deleted all of the related features in the When an origin feature is deleted all of the related features in the 

d ti ti l d l t dd ti ti l d l t ddestination are also deleteddestination are also deleted
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Why use a Relationship Class?Why use a Relationship Class?

•• Stored in the GeodatabaseStored in the Geodatabase

•• NavigatingNavigating
–– Identify related objectsIdentify related objects

•• EditingEditing
–– Enforces referential integrityEnforces referential integrity
–– Facilitate editing with automatic updatesFacilitate editing with automatic updates
–– Related objects can message each other which can trigger specific Related objects can message each other which can trigger specific 

behavior (cascade deletes, move to follow, custom)behavior (cascade deletes, move to follow, custom)( )( )
–– Relationship rules define and control how objects relateRelationship rules define and control how objects relate
–– Relationship rules can be enforced through ValidationRelationship rules can be enforced through Validation
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How to create a Relationship Class?How to create a Relationship Class?

•• In the Root level of the GeodatabaseIn the Root level of the Geodatabase
–– IFeatureWorkspace.CreateRelationshipClassIFeatureWorkspace.CreateRelationshipClass

•• In a Feature DatasetIn a Feature Dataset
–– IRelationshipClassContainer.CreateRelationshipClassIRelationshipClassContainer.CreateRelationshipClass

•• You set parameters to define the relationshipYou set parameters to define the relationship
–– Origin and destination tables (Object Classes)Origin and destination tables (Object Classes)Origin and destination tables (Object Classes)Origin and destination tables (Object Classes)
–– Primary and Foreign keys (Field names) Primary and Foreign keys (Field names) 
–– Cardinality (1:1, 1:M or M:N)Cardinality (1:1, 1:M or M:N)
–– Type of Relationship (Simple or Composite)Type of Relationship (Simple or Composite)Type of Relationship (Simple or Composite)Type of Relationship (Simple or Composite)
–– Attributes, Messaging, labels, etcAttributes, Messaging, labels, etc

•• IRelClassSchemaEditIRelClassSchemaEdit
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•• IRelClassSchemaEditIRelClassSchemaEdit
–– Can only change labels, and relationship typeCan only change labels, and relationship type



Identifying Related FeaturesIdentifying Related Features

•• Once a relationship has been created you work with it using the Once a relationship has been created you work with it using the 
methods on the IRelationshipClass2 interface.methods on the IRelationshipClass2 interface.
Id tif l t d bj t iId tif l t d bj t i•• Identify related objects using:Identify related objects using:

–– GetObjectsRelatedToObjectGetObjectsRelatedToObject
–– GetObjectsRelatedToObjectSetGetObjectsRelatedToObjectSet

•• Identify the relationship that associates objects using:Identify the relationship that associates objects using:
–– GetRelationshipGetRelationship
–– GetRelationshipsForObjectGetRelationshipsForObject
–– GetRelationshipsForObjectSetGetRelationshipsForObjectSet

•• Identify related object pairs using:Identify related object pairs using:
–– GetObjectsMatchingObjectArrayGetObjectsMatchingObjectArray
–– GetObjectsMatchingObjectSetGetObjectsMatchingObjectSet
–– GetObjectsMatchingObjectSetExGetObjectsMatchingObjectSetEx
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Relationship Class MessagingRelationship Class Messaging

•• Used to notify related objects of changesUsed to notify related objects of changes
––So further behavior can occurSo further behavior can occur

•• Does come at a costDoes come at a cost
–– edits and inserts to datasets that trigger notification is noticeablyedits and inserts to datasets that trigger notification is noticeably slower slower 

than the same operation on datasets that do not trigger any notificationthan the same operation on datasets that do not trigger any notificationthan the same operation on datasets that do not trigger any notificationthan the same operation on datasets that do not trigger any notification
•• For inserts, ensure that all notified classes are opened prior to inserts For inserts, ensure that all notified classes are opened prior to inserts 

–– Failing to open the notified classFailing to open the notified class may cause performance to degrade by may cause performance to degrade by 
an order of magnitude per classan order of magnitude per classan order of magnitude per class an order of magnitude per class 
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Relationship Class DemoRelationship Class Demo

PolestoTransformersPolestoTransformers
OriginOrigin DestinationDestination

Relationship Rules:Relationship Rules:

Foreign KeyForeign Key
Primary KeyPrimary Key

Relationship Rules:Relationship Rules:
1.1. Wooden utility poles can support up to 3 transformersWooden utility poles can support up to 3 transformers
2.2. Steel utility poles can support up to 5 transformersSteel utility poles can support up to 5 transformers
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AnnotationAnnotation

•• Annotation feature classes may be …Annotation feature classes may be …
–– Feature linked annotation or standard annotationFeature linked annotation or standard annotation

•• Feature linked annotation is managed by a composite Feature linked annotation is managed by a composite 
relationship classrelationship class
C t t t ll th hiC t t t ll th hi•• Can store text as well as other graphicsCan store text as well as other graphics

–– Lines, arrows, boxes, etc.Lines, arrows, boxes, etc.

•• Labeling can be performed usingLabeling can be performed using MaplexMaplex or the ESRIor the ESRILabeling can be performed using Labeling can be performed using MaplexMaplex or the ESRI or the ESRI 
standard label enginestandard label engine

feature class
annotation feature

class
composite

relationship class

Topanga Canyon

Sacramento

Placerville

94 Sacramento
92         Placerville41

43

92
94

41
43

21
23
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43
47
49

94
95
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Annotation …Annotation …

•• Support for multiple classes inside an Annotation feature Support for multiple classes inside an Annotation feature 
classclass

•• Annotation feature class vs. Annotation classAnnotation feature class vs. Annotation class
––Not synonymousNot synonymous

A t ti f t lA t ti f t l i th t li th t l d t t i thd t t i th d t bd t b––Annotation feature classAnnotation feature class is the actualis the actual dataset in thedataset in the geodatabasegeodatabase
––Annotation class refers to the different classes of annotation within Annotation class refers to the different classes of annotation within 

the feature classthe feature class
•• Determines how a subset of annotation is displayedDetermines how a subset of annotation is displayed
•• Can beCan be viewed through the feature class' properties in viewed through the feature class' properties in 

ArcCatalogArcCatalog on the Annotation Classes tabon the Annotation Classes tab
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Creating Annotation feature classesCreating Annotation feature classes

•• Little in common with creating a regular feature classLittle in common with creating a regular feature class
•• Workflow more often used for standard, can also be usedWorkflow more often used for standard, can also be usedWorkflow more often used for standard, can also be used Workflow more often used for standard, can also be used 

for featurefor feature--linked annotationlinked annotation
•• IAnnotationLayerFactoryIAnnotationLayerFactory interface is used to generate a interface is used to generate a 

t ti f t lt ti f t lnew annotation feature classnew annotation feature class
•• CreateAnnotationLayerCreateAnnotationLayer method of that interface requires method of that interface requires 

a number of parameters to create a new class such as:a number of parameters to create a new class such as:a number of parameters to create a new class such as:a number of parameters to create a new class such as:
––Feature datasetFeature dataset

•• Null parameter will create the class at the workspace levelNull parameter will create the class at the workspace level
A i t d f t lA i t d f t l––Associated feature classAssociated feature class
•• Null parameter will create a standard annotation feature classesNull parameter will create a standard annotation feature classes

––OverposterOverposter propertiesproperties
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Converting Labels to AnnotationConverting Labels to Annotation

•• If not using the before mentioned workflow; can use the If not using the before mentioned workflow; can use the 
ConvertLabelsToAnnotationConvertLabelsToAnnotation classclass

•• CoarseCoarse--grained object that encapsulates the logic needed grained object that encapsulates the logic needed 
to perform this conversion to perform this conversion 

O th F tO th F t li k d t ti l i t d f tli k d t ti l i t d f t––Once the FeatureOnce the Feature--linked annotation class is created; new featurelinked annotation class is created; new feature--
linked annotation is handled with the creation of features from the linked annotation is handled with the creation of features from the 
associated feature classassociated feature class
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Dimension FeaturesDimension Features

•• Type of annotation that displays specific distances on a Type of annotation that displays specific distances on a 
mapmap

•• Graphic features stored in a dimension feature classGraphic features stored in a dimension feature class
•• “Smart” feature“Smart” feature

––Special drawingSpecial drawing
––Special editingSpecial editing

•• Contain styles which describe how the DimensionContain styles which describe how the DimensionContain styles which describe how the Dimension Contain styles which describe how the Dimension 
features will draw themselvesfeatures will draw themselves

1 3/8"
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Creating Dimension Feature ClassesCreating Dimension Feature Classes

•• Similar to creating a regular feature class, with three main Similar to creating a regular feature class, with three main 
differences:differences:

––Slightly different parameters for the Slightly different parameters for the CreateFeatureClassCreateFeatureClass methodmethod
•• Fields, CLSID, EXTCLSID and Fields, CLSID, EXTCLSID and FeatureTypeFeatureType
•• UseUse DimensionClassDescriptionDimensionClassDescription class as a shortcutclass as a shortcut•• Use Use DimensionClassDescriptionDimensionClassDescription class as a shortcutclass as a shortcut

––Setting extension properties through Setting extension properties through IDimensionClassExtensionIDimensionClassExtension
•• Define the Define the ReferenceScaleReferenceScale and and ReferenceScaleUnitsReferenceScaleUnits

––Dimension styles must be added to the Dimension feature class prior Dimension styles must be added to the Dimension feature class prior 
to useto use
•• Styles are maintained by the dimension class extensionStyles are maintained by the dimension class extension
•• Describe the look and feel of a dimension feature when renderedDescribe the look and feel of a dimension feature when rendered
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Geodatabase TopologyGeodatabase Topology

•• A topology manages a set of simple feature classes that A topology manages a set of simple feature classes that 
share geometryshare geometryg yg y

•• Topology is used toTopology is used to
–– Integrate feature geometryIntegrate feature geometry

V lid t f tV lid t f t––Validate featuresValidate features
––Control editing toolsControl editing tools
––Define relationships between featuresDefine relationships between features
––Ensure the quality of dataEnsure the quality of data

•• Live within a Feature DatasetLive within a Feature Dataset
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Topological IntegrityTopological Integrity

•• A topology defines integrity rules and constraints for the A topology defines integrity rules and constraints for the 
feature classes associated with the topologyfeature classes associated with the topologygygy

––Participating feature classes / subtypesParticipating feature classes / subtypes
––Cluster tolerance (XY and Z), ranks and rulesCluster tolerance (XY and Z), ranks and rules

•• Rules are evaluated during ValidationRules are evaluated during Validation•• Rules are evaluated during ValidationRules are evaluated during Validation
––Define rules when creating the TopologyDefine rules when creating the Topology
––Different than Different than IValidateIValidate and and IValidationIValidation Topology

CCClusterToleranceClusterTolerance
DirtyAreaDirtyArea
……

ITopology

IErrorFeatureContainer

ITopologyRuleContainer AddRuleAddRule
DeleteRuleDeleteRule

ErrorFeatureErrorFeature
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Topologies …Topologies …

•• Each topology has one inherent ruleEach topology has one inherent rule
––esriTRTFeatureLargerThanClusterToleranceesriTRTFeatureLargerThanClusterTolerance
–– Identifies features that are less than the defined cluster Identifies features that are less than the defined cluster 

tolerance for the topologytolerance for the topology
•• Other topology rules can be added and accessed Other topology rules can be added and accessed 

through through ITopologyRuleContainerITopologyRuleContainer
•• Errors can be promoted to or demoted from exceptions Errors can be promoted to or demoted from exceptions 

through through ITopologyRuleContainerITopologyRuleContainergg p gyp gy
•• IErrorFeatureContainerIErrorFeatureContainer returns errors associated with returns errors associated with 

topology through a number of methods:topology through a number of methods:
Specific error featureSpecific error feature––Specific error featureSpecific error feature

––Errors associated with an instance of a topology ruleErrors associated with an instance of a topology rule
––Errors of a particular geometry typeErrors of a particular geometry type

Errors of a particular rule typeErrors of a particular rule type––Errors of a particular rule typeErrors of a particular rule type
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Topology Error ExamplesTopology Error Examples

•• Rules enforced to maintain topological integrityRules enforced to maintain topological integrity
––25+ topology rules in ArcGIS25+ topology rules in ArcGISp gyp gy

•• Violations of these rules are expressed as error features Violations of these rules are expressed as error features 
managed in the database as a part of the topologymanaged in the database as a part of the topology

E d E tiE d E ti––Error and ExceptionsError and Exceptions
––Examine and Fix errors in ArcMapExamine and Fix errors in ArcMap

GapGapOverlapOverlapDangling edge Dangling edge 
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Editing with a TopologyEditing with a Topology

•• Editing creates a Editing creates a dirty areadirty area
––Area has been edited and may contain errorsArea has been edited and may contain errorsyy
––Can be symbolizedCan be symbolized

•• Errors are found during Errors are found during validationvalidation
E h tiE h ti––Errors have propertiesErrors have properties
•• What rule was violatedWhat rule was violated
•• Which feature(s) created the errorWhich feature(s) created the error

Parcels overlap

•• Your options:Your options:
–– Ignore the error Ignore the error 

Mark as exceptionMark as exception––Mark as exception Mark as exception 
––Fix the errorFix the error
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Topology Graph and ElementsTopology Graph and Elements

•• Each topology has a graph of elementsEach topology has a graph of elements
––Planar representationPlanar representationpp

•• Use Use ITopologyGraphITopologyGraph toto
––Edit participating topology featuresEdit participating topology features

With t b ki dj t l i l l ti hiWith t b ki dj t l i l l ti hi––Without breaking adjacency or topological relationshipsWithout breaking adjacency or topological relationships
––Graph access to Graph access to topotopo relationships between featuresrelationships between features

Topology TopologyGraph TopoElement*

TopologyEdgeTopologyNode EnumNodeEdge
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Topology DemoTopology Demo

•• Editing a shared edge with the Topology GraphEditing a shared edge with the Topology Graphg g p gy pg g p gy p
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Network DatasetsNetwork Datasets

•• Designed for Transportation industryDesigned for Transportation industry
––Does not replace the Geometric NetworkDoes not replace the Geometric Network

•• Works with the Topology work flowWorks with the Topology work flow
––ddirty areas validationirty areas validationddirty areas, validationirty areas, validation

•• Transportation specific functionalityTransportation specific functionality
––MultimodalMultimodal
––TurnsTurns
––Attributes Attributes 

•• OnOn--thethe--fly calculation of costsfly calculation of costs
•• Significant improvements for analysisSignificant improvements for analysis
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Network Datasets …Network Datasets …

•• MultimodalMultimodal
––Points span multiple connectivity groupsPoints span multiple connectivity groupsp p y g pp p y g p
––used to create connectivity between lines in different groupsused to create connectivity between lines in different groups

Connectivity
G 2

Connectivity
Group 1

Group 2

•• TurnsTurns
––Turns do not alter connectivity, but Turns do not alter connectivity, but traversabilitytraversability (e.g. U(e.g. U--Turn Turn 

restriction)restriction)
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Network Datasets …Network Datasets …

•• Dataset ExtensionDataset Extension
––Leverages Data Element and IDatasetContainer2 for creation and Leverages Data Element and IDatasetContainer2 for creation and gg

updatesupdates

•• Different than geometric networksDifferent than geometric networks
Simple featuresSimple features––Simple featuresSimple features

––No custom behaviorNo custom behavior
––Can be built on data sources other than the GeodatabaseCan be built on data sources other than the Geodatabase

•• ShapefilesShapefiles

•• Need to perform connectivity analysisNeed to perform connectivity analysis
–– INetworkForwardStarINetworkForwardStar
–– INetworkForwardStartAdjacenciesINetworkForwardStartAdjacencies

•• Support Custom Evaluators (i.e. Cost, Restrictions) and Support Custom Evaluators (i.e. Cost, Restrictions) and 
C t S lC t S lCustom SolversCustom Solvers
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Geometric NetworksGeometric Networks

•• Used to model network systemsUsed to model network systems
––PrimarlyPrimarly designed for Utilitiesdesigned for Utilities\\Natural Resources industriesNatural Resources industriesyy gg

•• Connectivity relationships between feature classes.Connectivity relationships between feature classes.
––Can associate connectivity rules with the network.Can associate connectivity rules with the network.

C ti it i b d t i i idC ti it i b d t i i id l lil li––Connectivity is based on geometric coincidence, Connectivity is based on geometric coincidence, always live.always live.
––Live within a Feature DatasetLive within a Feature Dataset

•• Each feature class has a role in the networkEach feature class has a role in the network
––A network may have multiple feature classes in the same role.A network may have multiple feature classes in the same role.
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Geometric Networks …Geometric Networks …

•• A geometric network is associated with a logical network.A geometric network is associated with a logical network.
––Each network feature is associated with one or more elements in Each network feature is associated with one or more elements in 

the logical network.the logical network.

•• Trace solvers on the logical network provideTrace solvers on the logical network provide
Connectivity tracing cycle detection flow directionsConnectivity tracing cycle detection flow directions––Connectivity tracing, cycle detection, flow directionsConnectivity tracing, cycle detection, flow directions

––Upstream/downstream tracing, Isolation tracingUpstream/downstream tracing, Isolation tracing

D t TDownstream Trace
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Geometric Networks …Geometric Networks …

•• Use Use INetworkLoaderINetworkLoader for creation of geometric networksfor creation of geometric networks
–– Specify the input parameters for the geometric networkSpecify the input parameters for the geometric network
–– Once all parameters are specified, use the Once all parameters are specified, use the LoadNetworkLoadNetwork method to method to 

create the geometric network according to the specified parameterscreate the geometric network according to the specified parameters
•• Parameters of note include:Parameters of note include:

–– Network nameNetwork name
–– Enabled and Enabled and AncillaryRoleAncillaryRole fieldfield
–– Snapping and Snap tolerance Snapping and Snap tolerance 

•• Uses the Tolerance for the Feature DatasetUses the Tolerance for the Feature Dataset
–– Adding feature classesAdding feature classes

•• Check if they are supported; INetworkLoader2::Check if they are supported; INetworkLoader2::CanUseFeatureClassCanUseFeatureClass
Adding eights and eight associationsAdding eights and eight associations–– Adding weights and weight associationsAdding weights and weight associations

•• Fields must preFields must pre--existexist
–– After building the networkAfter building the network

•• Check for existence of build errorsCheck for existence of build errors•• Check for existence of build errorsCheck for existence of build errors
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Geometric Networks …Geometric Networks …

•• Geometric Network features are classified as complex featuresGeometric Network features are classified as complex features
–– Do not support non versioned editsDo not support non versioned edits
–– Must be editing with an Edit Session and Edit OperationMust be editing with an Edit Session and Edit Operation

•• For creating new network features; same basic set of steps applyFor creating new network features; same basic set of steps apply
•• Geometric Network specific behavior is handled by the Geometric Geometric Network specific behavior is handled by the Geometric 

Network at creation timeNetwork at creation time
–– Not required to call ConnectNot required to call Connect
–– Not required create any logical network connectivity; Not required create any logical network connectivity; ieie: : 

CreateNetworkElementsCreateNetworkElements methodmethod
–– Enabled and Enabled and AncillaryRoleAncillaryRole values are set by the featurevalues are set by the feature

•• Not required to call Disconnect and Connect with spatial updates Not required to call Disconnect and Connect with spatial updates 
to features; geometric network will ensure integrityto features; geometric network will ensure integrity

–– Unless, you want to edit the feature geometry without impacting Unless, you want to edit the feature geometry without impacting 
connected featuresconnected features
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Geometric Networks …Geometric Networks …

•• Use logical network API for navigation and tracing Use logical network API for navigation and tracing 
whenever possiblewhenever possible

–– IForwardStarIForwardStar

•• Navigational APIs available at the geometric network Navigational APIs available at the geometric network 
feature levelfeature levelfeature levelfeature level

––Very slowVery slow
––Use only for small tactical navigationUse only for small tactical navigation

•• Analysis algorithms (e.g., solvers) should always consume Analysis algorithms (e.g., solvers) should always consume 
the logical network APIsthe logical network APIs

Orders of magnitude fasterOrders of magnitude faster––Orders of magnitude fasterOrders of magnitude faster
–– INetworkINetwork
–– INetTopologyINetTopology
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Raster Raster DataData

•• Many file formatsMany file formats
–– GRID, TIFF, IMG, JPEG, JP2000, BMP, GIF, PNG, GRID, TIFF, IMG, JPEG, JP2000, BMP, GIF, PNG, 

BIL/BIP/BSQ, PCI, ECW, USGS DEM, BSB, HDF4…BIL/BIP/BSQ, PCI, ECW, USGS DEM, BSB, HDF4…
–– Can import these into the GeodatabaseCan import these into the Geodatabase

•• Geodatabase rasterGeodatabase raster
–– ArcSDE geodatabaseArcSDE geodatabase
–– Personal Personal geodatabasegeodatabase
–– File File geodatabasegeodatabase

•• ServicesServices
–– WCS serviceWCS service

A GISA GIS S I S iS I S i–– ArcGISArcGIS Server Image ServiceServer Image Service



The ArcGIS Raster Data ModelThe ArcGIS Raster Data Model

•• Raster Raster datasetsdatasets
––Separate Separate rastersrasters (raster dataset)(raster dataset)

•• May mosaic during loadingMay mosaic during loading

•• Raster catalogsRaster catalogsRaster catalogsRaster catalogs
––A collection of raster A collection of raster datasetsdatasets
––Two Two TypesTypes

•• ManagedManaged•• ManagedManaged
•• UnmanagedUnmanaged

RasterCatalog

RasterDataset



GeodatabaseGeodatabase XMLXML

•• Why XML?Why XML?
––Platform / language independencePlatform / language independenceg g pg g p
––Open (can parse easily)Open (can parse easily)
––Documented Format (Xml Schema)Documented Format (Xml Schema)

•• Google “Xml Geodatabase Schema”Google “Xml Geodatabase Schema”•• Google Xml Geodatabase Schema  Google Xml Geodatabase Schema  

•• Binary vs. NormalizedBinary vs. Normalized
•• ValidationValidation
•• What you can export?What you can export?

––Geodatabase (Workspace)Geodatabase (Workspace)
F t Cl (F t Cl (R dS tR dS t))––Feature Class (Feature Class (RecordSetRecordSet))

––Replica Data Changes (Replica Data Changes (UpdateGramUpdateGram))
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Workspace DocumentWorkspace Document

•• Geodatabase in XMLGeodatabase in XML
––Schema (Full geodatabase schema description)Schema (Full geodatabase schema description)( g p )( g p )
––Feature class, Geometric Networks, Feature class, Geometric Networks, FeatureDatasetsFeatureDatasets,  Metadata ,  Metadata 

etc…etc…
––Workspace document can be schemaWorkspace document can be schema--onlyonlyWorkspace document can be schemaWorkspace document can be schema onlyonly

•• DataData
––One One recordsetrecordset per feature classper feature class
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XML DemoXML Demo

•• Reading Geodatabase XML workspace document demoReading Geodatabase XML workspace document demog pg p
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
• Editing
• Beyond Basics
• Cursors and Queries
• Versioning
• Conversions and Loading
• Extending the Geodatabase• Extending the Geodatabase
• Questions and other information
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CursorsCursors

•• A A geodatabasegeodatabase object used for the iteration of records object used for the iteration of records 
returned from a queryreturned from a query

•• 3 Class Cursors3 Class Cursors
––Search (general query cursor)Search (general query cursor)Search (general query cursor)Search (general query cursor)
––Update (positioned update cursor)Update (positioned update cursor)
–– Insert (bulk insertsInsert (bulk inserts))

•• 1 1 QueryDefQueryDef CursorCursor
––Defined query (e.g. Defined query (e.g. IQueryDef.EvaluateIQueryDef.Evaluate))

•• What’s What’s the difference?the difference?
––Rows created by Class cursors are bound to the class which created Rows created by Class cursors are bound to the class which created 

the cursor, rows created by a the cursor, rows created by a QueryDefQueryDef cursor are not bound to a cursor are not bound to a 
classclass



Class CursorsClass Cursors

•• A table and a query return a cursorA table and a query return a cursor
•• Used to:Used to:

–– Iterate over a set of rows in a tableIterate over a set of rows in a table
–– Insert new rows into a tableInsert new rows into a table

•• A cursor gives you access to one row at a timeA cursor gives you access to one row at a time

RowCursorObjectClass

FeatureFeatureCursorFeatureClass
QueryFilter
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Creating a CursorCreating a Cursor

•• QueryFilterQueryFilter contains an SQLcontains an SQL--like statementlike statement
•• The cursor contains a subsetThe cursor contains a subsetThe cursor contains a subsetThe cursor contains a subset

–– No filterNo filter\\nothing, all rows returnednothing, all rows returned

HomeValue > 200000

QueryFilter

Homes
Feature class

Feature cursor

Search
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IQueryFilterIQueryFilter

IQueryFilter queryFilter = new QueryFilterClass();
queryFilter.SubFields = "OBJECTID,FULLNAME,ParcelID";
queryFilter.WhereClause = “FULLNAME like ‘D%’";

IQueryFilterDefinition queryFilterDef = 
(IQueryFilterDefinition)queryFilter;( Q y )q y ;
queryFilterDef.PostFixClause = "ORDER BY FULLNAME";

IFeatureCursor featureCursor = featureClass.Search(queryFilter, true);

•• IQueryFilterDefinition::PostFixClauseIQueryFilterDefinition::PostFixClause
Supports functions such as ORDER BYSupports functions such as ORDER BY––Supports functions such as ORDER BYSupports functions such as ORDER BY
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Creating a Cursor …Creating a Cursor …

•• SpatialFilterSpatialFilter need a geometry and relationshipneed a geometry and relationship
•• Below the geometry is a polygonBelow the geometry is a polygonBelow the geometry is a polygonBelow the geometry is a polygon
•• Below the spatial relationship is Below the spatial relationship is containscontains

ContainsContains

CrossesCrossesCrossesCrosses

IntersectsIntersects

OverlapsOverlaps

Touches Touches 

WithinWithin
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ISpatialFilterISpatialFilter

•• Used to query spatial aspects of a feature classUsed to query spatial aspects of a feature classUsed to query spatial aspects of a feature classUsed to query spatial aspects of a feature class
–– Inherits from Inherits from IQueryFilterIQueryFilter

ISpatialFilter spatialFilter = new spatialFilterClass();

spatialFilter.SubFields = “OBJECTID,FULLNAME,ParcelID,SHAPE”;
spatialFilter.Geometry = envelope;
spatialFilter SpatialRel = within;spatialFilter.SpatialRel = within;
spatialFilter.WhereClause = “FULLNAME like ‘D%’”; 

IFeatureCursor featureCursor = featureClass.Search(spatialFilter, true);
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Types of Class CursorsTypes of Class Cursors

•• Search cursorsSearch cursors
––Returns rows specified by a Query or Spatial FilterReturns rows specified by a Query or Spatial Filter––Returns rows specified by a Query or Spatial FilterReturns rows specified by a Query or Spatial Filter

•• Update cursorsUpdate cursors
––Update and delete rows specified by the filterUpdate and delete rows specified by the filterUpdate and delete rows specified by the filterUpdate and delete rows specified by the filter
––Specify the Specify the ObjectIDObjectID fieldfield

•• Insert cursorsInsert cursorsInsert cursorsInsert cursors
––Used for inserting rows into a tableUsed for inserting rows into a table

•• Accessed byAccessed byyy
––Corresponding methods on table or feature classCorresponding methods on table or feature class
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Types of Class Cursors …Types of Class Cursors …

•• Forward only, do not supportForward only, do not support
––Backing up and retrieving rows already retrievedBacking up and retrieving rows already retrieved––Backing up and retrieving rows already retrievedBacking up and retrieving rows already retrieved
––Making multiple passesMaking multiple passes
––ResettingResettinggg

•• Solution:Solution:
––ReRe--execute the queryexecute the queryq yq y

•• Release Class Cursors withRelease Class Cursors with
––Marshal.ReleaseComObjectMarshal.ReleaseComObject
––Cleaner.releaseCleaner.release() () 
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Types of Class Cursors …Types of Class Cursors …

•• Insert cursors are used to bulk insert rowsInsert cursors are used to bulk insert rows
––Faster for loading simple data than Faster for loading simple data than IFeature.StoreIFeature.Storeg pg p

•• Bypasses eventsBypasses events
•• IObjectClassInfo2 and IObjectClassInfo2 and IWorkspaceEditControlIWorkspaceEditControl to overrideto override

––Not Faster for nonNot Faster for non--simple data simple data pp
•• Behavior, composite relationships, and notificationBehavior, composite relationships, and notification
•• Need Need CreateRowCreateRow and Store methods, so no performance gainand Store methods, so no performance gain

––Use of Buffering is keyUse of Buffering is keyUse of Buffering is keyUse of Buffering is key
•• PrePre--define attribute valuesdefine attribute values
•• Buffers inserts on client, sends to database on FlushBuffers inserts on client, sends to database on Flush

FlushFlush Call or notCall or not•• Flush Flush –– Call or notCall or not
–– Interval flushing:  Check for room or handle errorsInterval flushing:  Check for room or handle errors
––Careful: Insert cursors flush on destructionCareful: Insert cursors flush on destruction

•• No chance to detect errorsNo chance to detect errors
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Types of Class Cursors …Types of Class Cursors …

•• Scope cursors to edit operationsScope cursors to edit operations
•• Cursor is bound to a specific state of the geodatabaseCursor is bound to a specific state of the geodatabaseCursor is bound to a specific state of the geodatabaseCursor is bound to a specific state of the geodatabase
•• When state of the geodatabase changes cursor is no longer When state of the geodatabase changes cursor is no longer 

valid and should not be usedvalid and should not be used
––Performing edits on a cursor that is incorrectly scoped can cause Performing edits on a cursor that is incorrectly scoped can cause 

data corruption and other unexpected behavior.data corruption and other unexpected behavior.
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Recycling MethodRecycling Method

•• Recycling Recycling 
––A recycling cursor is a cursor that does not create a new client side A recycling cursor is a cursor that does not create a new client side y gy g

row object for each row retrieved from the database row object for each row retrieved from the database 
––Allocate a single row objectAllocate a single row object

•• ReRe--hydrate on each fetchhydrate on each fetchyy
––Performance advantagesPerformance advantages
––Primarily used for reading dataPrimarily used for reading data

Non RecyclingNon Recycling•• Non Recycling Non Recycling 
––A different row object on each fetchA different row object on each fetch
––Always has full set of fields, even if Always has full set of fields, even if IQueryFilterIQueryFilter::Subfields used::Subfields used

pCursor = theMeds.Update(pFilter,false)
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Cursors Cursors -- Efficient Use of Efficient Use of FindFieldFindField

•• FindFieldFindField is the API used to get a value indexis the API used to get a value index

•• The Fields collection of a cursor created by a class is The Fields collection of a cursor created by a class is 
identical to the Fields collection of the class regardless of identical to the Fields collection of the class regardless of 
thth S bFi ldS bFi ld ifi d iifi d i Q FiltQ Filtthe the SubFieldsSubFields specified in a specified in a QueryFilterQueryFilter

–– Index of the field is consistentIndex of the field is consistent
––Not true for cursors created by Not true for cursors created by IQueryDef.EvaluateIQueryDef.Evaluateyy yy

•• Call Call FindFieldFindField on the coarsest grain object with the on the coarsest grain object with the 
( )( )matching Fields collection (i.e. class or cursor)matching Fields collection (i.e. class or cursor)

––Avoid calls to Avoid calls to FindFieldFindField in a loopin a loop
––use of Fields collection of a row and calling use of Fields collection of a row and calling FindFieldFindField is rareis raregg
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CursorsCursors
Example: Efficient Use of Example: Efficient Use of FindFieldFindFieldpp

public void EfficientExample(IFeatureWorkspace featureWorkspace)

{

ITable testTable = featureWorkspace.OpenTable("Parcels");

int parcelIdIndex = testTable.FindField("PARCEL_ID");

int parcelKeyIndex = testTable.FindField("PARCEL_KEY");

ICursor cursor1 = testTable.Search(null, true);Cu so cu so test ab e.Sea c ( u , t ue);

IRow row1 = null;

while ((row1 = cursor1.NextRow()) != null)

{

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_ID = {0}", row1.get_Value(parcelIdIndex));

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_KEY = {0}", row1.get_Value(parcelKeyIndex));

}

ICursor cursor2 = testTable.Search(null, true);

IRow row2 = null;IRow row2  null;

while ((row2 = cursor2.NextRow()) != null)

{

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_ID = {0}", row2.get_Value(parcelIdIndex));

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_KEY = {0}", row2.get_Value(parcelKeyIndex));
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CursorsCursors
Example: Inefficient Use of FindFieldExample: Inefficient Use of FindFieldpp

public void InefficientExample(IFeatureWorkspace featureWorkspace)

{

ITable testTable = featureWorkspace.OpenTable("Parcels");

ICursor cursor1 = testTable.Search(null, true);

IRow row1 = null;

while ((row1 = cursor1.NextRow()) != null)e (( o cu so . e t o ()) ! u )

{

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_ID = {0}", row1.get_Value(testTable.FindField("PARCEL_ID")));

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_KEY = {0}", row1.get_Value(testTable.FindField("PARCEL_KEY")));

}

ICursor cursor2 = testTable.Search(null, true);

IRow row2 = null;

while ((row2 = cursor2.NextRow()) != null)

{{

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_ID = {0}", row2.get_Value(testTable.FindField("PARCEL_ID")));

Console.WriteLine("PARCEL_KEY = {0}", row2.get_Value(testTable.FindField("PARCEL_KEY")));

}

}
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QueryDefQueryDef CursorsCursors

•• Query based on one or more tablesQuery based on one or more tables
––Analogous to an Analogous to an SQL QuerySQL Querygg yy
––Get a cursor backGet a cursor back
––Not bound to one classNot bound to one class

•• Tables must be in databaseTables must be in database•• Tables must be in databaseTables must be in database
––Do not have to be registered with the Do not have to be registered with the geodatabasegeodatabase

•• Can result in a feature layerCan result in a feature layeryy
––Need to use IQueryName2 if no Need to use IQueryName2 if no ObjectIDsObjectIDs in input tablesin input tables

•• Are also used to establish joinsAre also used to establish joins



QueryDefQueryDef Cursors (Cursors (IQueryDefIQueryDef) ) 

•• Simple Simple QueryDefQueryDef between 2 tablesbetween 2 tables

//Create the query definition
IQueryDef queryDef = featureWorkspace.CreateQueryDef();

//Provide a list of tables to join// j
queryDef.Tables = "PoleFeature, TransformerFeature";

//Retrieve the fields from all tables
queryDef.SubFields = "bob.PoleFeature.TAG, bob.PoleFeature.SHAPE, 
bob TransformerFeature Tag Val";bob.TransformerFeature.Tag_Val";

//Set up the join based on the owner_name attribute
queryDef.WhereClause = "PoleFeature.TAG = TransformerFeature.Tag_Val";

ICursor cursor = queryDef.Evaluate();
IRow row = cursor.NextRow();
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GetFeatureGetFeature vsvs GetFeaturesGetFeatures

•• Two similar methods for getting features with Two similar methods for getting features with ObjectIDsObjectIDs
––GetFeatureGetFeature returns a single feature based on an returns a single feature based on an ObjectIDObjectIDgg jj
––GetFeaturesGetFeatures returns a cursor with features specified in an integer returns a cursor with features specified in an integer 

array parameterarray parameter
––Methods are available onMethods are available on IGeodatabaseBridgeIGeodatabaseBridge for use infor use in .Net.Net andandMethods are available on Methods are available on IGeodatabaseBridgeIGeodatabaseBridge for use in for use in .Net.Net and and 

JavaJava

•• Use Use GetFeaturesGetFeatures any time more than one feature is being any time more than one feature is being 
retrievedretrieved using a knownusing a known Object IDObject IDretrievedretrieved using a knownusing a known Object IDObject ID

––Avoid looping over Avoid looping over GetFeatureGetFeature

•• GetFeaturesGetFeatures outperforms outperforms GetFeatureGetFeature example on as few example on as few pp pp
as two featuresas two features

––Difference will grow as more features are requestedDifference will grow as more features are requested
With 1000 featuresWith 1000 features GetFeatureGetFeature will often take up towill often take up to 20 times as long20 times as long––With 1000 features With 1000 features GetFeatureGetFeature will often take up towill often take up to 20 times as long20 times as long
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Cursor demoCursor demoCursor demoCursor demo

•• Cursors examplesCursors examples
––SearchSearch

UpdateUpdate––Update Update 
–– InsertInsert

130130



COM objects in .NETCOM objects in .NET

•• COM objects are accessible through a thin .NET object COM objects are accessible through a thin .NET object --
runtimeruntime--callable wrapper (RCW)callable wrapper (RCW)( )( )

•• True for all COM objects, but particularly relevant for True for all COM objects, but particularly relevant for 
Geodatabase API developersGeodatabase API developers

COMCOMNETNET COMCOM

Feature Feature 
instanceinstance

..NETNET

IFeature IFeature 
RCWRCW instanceinstanceRCWRCW
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Why is this important?Why is this important?

•• Some Some geodatabase objects geodatabase objects maintain locks on files or maintain locks on files or 
DBMS resourcesDBMS resources

•• To release these resources, the COM object’s reference To release these resources, the COM object’s reference 
count must = 0count must = 0
RCW lRCW l li th NET b ll tli th NET b ll t•• RCW cleanRCW clean--up relies on the .NET garbage collectorup relies on the .NET garbage collector

––NonNon--deterministicdeterministic

•• To deterministically release resources, COM object mustTo deterministically release resources, COM object mustTo deterministically release resources, COM object must To deterministically release resources, COM object must 
be explicitly released from RCWbe explicitly released from RCW
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Marshal.ReleaseComObjectMarshal.ReleaseComObject

•• Decrements a COM object’s reference count by 1Decrements a COM object’s reference count by 1
•• Detaches the RCW from the COM objectDetaches the RCW from the COM object

––Must be reMust be re--fetched to use againfetched to use again––Must be reMust be re--fetched to use againfetched to use again

•• Some workflows require try/catch/finally blocksSome workflows require try/catch/finally blocks

ICursor cursor = null;
try
{
cursor = featureClass.Search(null, true);
// Do something with the cursor...

}
catch (Exception)
{
// Throw new exception, return value, etc...

}
finally
{
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if (cursor != null)
Marshal.ReleaseComObject(cursor)

}



ComReleaser classComReleaser class

•• In In ESRI.ArcGIS.ADFESRI.ArcGIS.ADF assemblyassembly
•• ImplementsImplements IDisposableIDisposableImplements Implements IDisposableIDisposable

––Using statement guarantees managed objects are disposedUsing statement guarantees managed objects are disposed

•• Decrements COM object’s Decrements COM object’s refcountrefcount to 0to 0
•• May not work well for situations with user interactionMay not work well for situations with user interaction

––Depends how objects are scopedDepends how objects are scoped

using (ComReleaser releaser = new ComReleaser())
{
ICursor cursor = featureClass Search(null true);ICursor cursor = featureClass.Search(null, true);
releaser.ManageLifetime(cursor);

// Do something with the cursor...
}
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Which objects should be released?Which objects should be released?

•• Technically, all COM objectsTechnically, all COM objects
–– UnrealisticUnrealistic

•• CursorsCursors
–– AlwaysAlways

•• Workspaces versions datasets rowsWorkspaces versions datasets rows•• Workspaces, versions, datasets, rowsWorkspaces, versions, datasets, rows
–– Some workflows require these as wellSome workflows require these as well
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Views and Table JoinsViews and Table Joins

•• Joining data involves appending the fields from one or Joining data involves appending the fields from one or 
more tables to another tablemore tables to another table

––Method used depends on the data sources as well as the cardinality Method used depends on the data sources as well as the cardinality 
of the data. of the data. 

•• PersistedPersistedPersisted Persisted 
––ArcSDEArcSDE Views (Views (MultiVersionMultiVersion Views)Views)

•• OnOn--TheThe--FlyFly
––QueriesQueries

•• QueryDefQueryDef
––TablesTables

•• QueryTablesQueryTables
•• RelQueryTablesRelQueryTables
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Persisted ViewsPersisted Views

•• Open views as tables (read only)Open views as tables (read only)

//open view through API as (read only) table
ITable myJoinedTable = fWorkspace.OpenTable(“databaseView");

•• Must satisfy geodatabase rules for a valid table or feature Must satisfy geodatabase rules for a valid table or feature 
classclass

––Only one spatial columnOnly one spatial column
––Supported data types in returned fieldsSupported data types in returned fields
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OnOn--TheThe--Fly Joins Fly Joins 
ArcSDEArcSDEArcSDEArcSDE

QueryTablesQueryTables ((IT bl Q NIT bl Q N ))

Cursor

ClientClient

•• QueryTablesQueryTables ((ITableQueryNameITableQueryName))
–– Tables must be within same Tables must be within same datasourcedatasource
–– Matches all candidatesMatches all candidates

UU Q D fQ D f bj tbj t
QueryDef

Table

Cursor–– Uses Uses QueryDefQueryDef objectobject
–– Can be used with nonCan be used with non--spatial tablesspatial tables

RelQueryTable

Table

Table

•• RelQueryTablesRelQueryTables ((IRelQueryTableIRelQueryTable))
–– Tables can be in different Tables can be in different datasourcesdatasources

M t h l fi t did t 1 M j iM t h l fi t did t 1 M j i

QueryTable

NonNon SpatialSpatial

–– Matches only first candidate on 1:M joinMatches only first candidate on 1:M join
–– Uses inUses in--memory or memory or geodatabasegeodatabase relationship classesrelationship classes
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Example: Example: QueryTables (QueryTables (ITableQueryNameITableQueryName))

•• Steps to create a join via Steps to create a join via ITableQueryNameITableQueryName
Create a new Create a new TableQueryNameTableQueryName object object 
Set the Set the QueryDefQueryDef and and PrimaryKey PrimaryKey propertypropertySet t eSet t e Que y eQue y e a da d a y eya y ey p ope typ ope ty
Cast to Cast to IDatasetNameIDatasetName setting setting WorkspaceNameWorkspaceName and and NameName

Open the name object as a tableOpen the name object as a table

// Make the new TableQueryName
IQueryName2 qn2 = (IQueryName2)new TableQueryName();
qn2 QueryDef = qdef;qn2.QueryDef = qdef;
qn2.PrimaryKey = “ObjectID”;
qn2.CopyLocally = false;

// Set the workspace and name of the new QueryTable
IDatasetName pDSName = (IDatasetName)qn2;
pDSName.WorkspaceName = WSName;
pDSName.Name = TableName;

// Open and return the table
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// Open and return the table
IName name = (IName)qn2;
ITable table = (ITable)name.Open();



Example: Example: RelQueryTables (RelQueryTables (IRelQueryTableIRelQueryTable))

Steps to create a join viaSteps to create a join via IR lQ T blIR lQ T bl•• Steps to create a join via Steps to create a join via IRelQueryTableIRelQueryTable
Create a new memoryCreate a new memory RelationshipClassRelationshipClass

Passing in the Passing in the ObjectClassesObjectClasses that need to be joinedthat need to be joined
An existing relationship class can be usedAn existing relationship class can be used

Call open on Call open on RelQueryTableFactoryRelQueryTableFactory casting to casting to ITableITable
Passing in the relationship classPassing in the relationship class

// build a memoryrelationshipclass
IMemoryRelationshipClassFactory mRCfactory = new

gg

MemoryRelationshipClassFactoryClass();

// open the memoryrelationshipclass
IRelationshipClass memRC = mRCfactory.Open("memrc", targetObjectClass, 
fromField joinObjectClass toField "forward" "backward"fromField, joinObjectClass, toField, forward , backward , 
esriRelCardinality.esriRelCardinalityOneToOne);

// Open the relquerytable as a table
IRelQueryTableFactory rqtfactory = new RelQueryTableFactoryClass();

140140

ITable rqTable = (ITable)rqtfactory.Open(memRC, true, null, null, "", 
false, true);



Join DemoJoin Demo

•• Need Need to join a to join a feature feature class and a DBF fileclass and a DBF file
––To answer a question with information from both tablesTo answer a question with information from both tablesqq
––Who are the owners for certain parcels?Who are the owners for certain parcels?

ParcelsOwnersParcelsOwners
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

• Introduction to the Geodatabase
• Accessing and Creating Data
• Editing
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• Conversions and Loading
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• Questions and other information
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Geodatabase Transaction User RequirementsGeodatabase Transaction User Requirements

•• Edit sessionsEdit sessions
––Support concurrent editing with long transactions (hours/days).Support concurrent editing with long transactions (hours/days).pp g g ( y )pp g g ( y )
––Undo/redo editing experience.Undo/redo editing experience.
––No locking or data extraction required.No locking or data extraction required.

•• Persistent design alternatives Persistent design alternatives 
––Multiple, parallel states in the databaseMultiple, parallel states in the database
––Difference detection and reconciliationDifference detection and reconciliation
––Manage referential integrity and roleManage referential integrity and role--based behavior on parallel based behavior on parallel 

versionsversions
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What is Versioning?What is Versioning?

•• Our solution to allow multiOur solution to allow multi--user editing of geographic datauser editing of geographic data
––A version is just a state in the database.A version is just a state in the database.jj

•• A method for presenting and tracking changesA method for presenting and tracking changes
––Changes accessed through a versionChanges accessed through a version

Ch d iCh d i d ltd lt t blt bl––Changes preserved in Changes preserved in deltadelta tablestables

•• Includes mechanisms for reconciling versionsIncludes mechanisms for reconciling versions
––Provides tools to resolve conflictsProvides tools to resolve conflicts

DEFAULT versionSteve’s version Caroline’s version

6418594

2121548 8514692

6425197

5294127

6418594

8514692

6425197

5294127

6418594

2121548 5482167

6425197

5294127
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Versioned editingVersioned editing

•• Advantages include:Advantages include:
–– Isolate editor’s work over an extended periodIsolate editor’s work over an extended periodpp
––Reconcile and resolve conflicts between editsReconcile and resolve conflicts between edits
–– Implement workflow for business proceduresImplement workflow for business procedures
––Perform geodatabase archiving and replicationPerform geodatabase archiving and replication––Perform geodatabase archiving and replicationPerform geodatabase archiving and replication
––Features not locked during editingFeatures not locked during editing
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Versioned editingVersioned editing

•• Advantages include:Advantages include:
–– Isolate editor’s work over an extended periodIsolate editor’s work over an extended periodpp
––Reconcile and resolve conflicts between editsReconcile and resolve conflicts between edits
–– Implement workflow for business proceduresImplement workflow for business procedures
––Perform geodatabase archiving and replicationPerform geodatabase archiving and replication––Perform geodatabase archiving and replicationPerform geodatabase archiving and replication
––Features not locked during editingFeatures not locked during editing

•• Architecture:Architecture:
––Change to each feature class Change to each feature class 

is preserved in A and D tablesis preserved in A and D tables
––Change accessed Change accessed Base tablegg

through a versionthrough a version
A tableVersioned editing: 

Changes stored in 
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D tableA and D tables



Versioned editingVersioned editing

•• Once an editors work is completeOnce an editors work is complete
•• Changes can be integrated into other versionsChanges can be integrated into other versionsChanges can be integrated into other versionsChanges can be integrated into other versions

––Through a mechanism called Reconcile and PostThrough a mechanism called Reconcile and Post
––Compares changes in your edited version with the version into Compares changes in your edited version with the version into 

which you want to merge the editswhich you want to merge the editswhich you want to merge the editswhich you want to merge the edits

•• Identifies any features edited within both versions as a Identifies any features edited within both versions as a 
ConflictConflict

•• IVersionEditIVersionEdit::Reconcile4 (::Reconcile4 (VersionNameVersionName, , acquireLockacquireLock, , 
abortIfConflictsabortIfConflicts, , ChildWinsChildWins, , ColumnLevelColumnLevel ))
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Versioned editingVersioned editing

•• Does not easily support:Does not easily support:
––NonNon--ESRI client access to versioned dataESRI client access to versioned data

•• Edits are preserved in delta tablesEdits are preserved in delta tables
•• Cannot see edits in the base tableCannot see edits in the base table

––DBMS behavior such as triggers and constraintsDBMS behavior such as triggers and constraintsgggg

ArcGIS

3rd party 
applications Base table

ArcGIS 
applicationsA table

D table

Only see the base table:
Do not understand contents

of A and D tables
Base and delta tables:

Can read and edit

148148

D table Can read and edit
versioned data



NonNon--versioned editingversioned editing

•• Easy to implementEasy to implement
•• No A and D tablesNo A and D tablesNo A and D tablesNo A and D tables

––Edits immediately saved to base tablesEdits immediately saved to base tables

•• DBMS behavior is easy to implementDBMS behavior is easy to implement
––Uses the underlying database transaction modelUses the underlying database transaction model

•• Easy IT integrationEasy IT integration
NonNon ESRI applications see edits in base tablesESRI applications see edits in base tables––NonNon--ESRI applications see edits in base tablesESRI applications see edits in base tables

3rd t
ArcGIS editing

applications

3rd party 
applications Base table

Base and delta tables:Only see the base table:

149149

Base and delta tables:
Can read and edit

versioned data

Only see the base table:
Do not understand contents

of A and D tables



Comparison of Editing ModelsComparison of Editing Models

•• NonNon--versioned editing providesversioned editing provides
––Direct editing using database transactionsDirect editing using database transactionsg gg g
–– Immediate visibility of edited information upon savingImmediate visibility of edited information upon saving
––Supported only on Supported only on simple features and tablessimple features and tables

•• points lines polygons annotation relationshipspoints lines polygons annotation relationshipspoints, lines, polygons, annotation, relationshipspoints, lines, polygons, annotation, relationships

•• Versioned editing providesVersioned editing provides
––Long transactions, design versions, proposalsLong transactions, design versions, proposals
––Geodatabase archiving Geodatabase archiving 
––Geodatabase replicationGeodatabase replicationpp
––Supported on all Geodatabase feature types and datasets Supported on all Geodatabase feature types and datasets 
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Comparison of Editing Models …Comparison of Editing Models …

•• IWorkspaceEditIWorkspaceEdit vsvs IMultiUserWorkspaceEditIMultiUserWorkspaceEdit
––IWorkspaceEditIWorkspaceEditIWorkspaceEditIWorkspaceEdit

•• Local Local geodatabasegeodatabase data (Personal, File) and data (Personal, File) and ArcSDEArcSDE
versioned dataversioned data

IMultiUserWorkspaceEditIMultiUserWorkspaceEdit––IMultiUserWorkspaceEditIMultiUserWorkspaceEdit
•• Leveraged by nonLeveraged by non--versioned editingversioned editing
•• ArcSDEArcSDE data onlydata only
•• Can be used on both versioned and nonCan be used on both versioned and non--versioned dataversioned data
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Geodatabase ArchivingGeodatabase Archiving

•• Ability to maintain & query historical Ability to maintain & query historical 
database statesdatabase states

•• All changes made to the DEFAULT All changes made to the DEFAULT 
version are archivedversion are archived

–– Stores transaction time, not valid timeStores transaction time, not valid time

•• Edits stored in separate archive tableEdits stored in separate archive table

•• Archives can be queried based on date Archives can be queried based on date qq
informationinformation

TimeTime
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Geodatabase ReplicationGeodatabase Replication

•• Allows you to distribute copies of data across 2 or more Allows you to distribute copies of data across 2 or more 
GeodatabasesGeodatabases

•• You can edit the databases independently and You can edit the databases independently and 
h i th d dh i th d dsynchronize them as needed.synchronize them as needed.

•• Three types:Three types:•• Three types: Three types: 
––Check inCheck in\\Check out Check out 
––OneOne--Way Way 

State

Child––TwoTwo--WayWay
County County County

Parent

Child

Child

153153

City City CityChild
Child



Multi Generation ReplicationMulti Generation Replication

GeodatabaseGeodatabase
•• Loosely CoupledLoosely Coupled

•• Periodic SynchronizationPeriodic Synchronization

•• Disconnected / ConnectedDisconnected / Connected
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Versioning DemoVersioning Demo

•• The QA version has two children, The QA version has two children, EditorAEditorA and and EditorBEditorB
•• EditorBEditorB has already edited a feature and posted the has already edited a feature and posted the yy

changes to the QA versionchanges to the QA version
•• EditorA’sEditorA’s will attempt to reconcile and postwill attempt to reconcile and post

DEFAULTDEFAULT

QAQAQQ
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Conversion and LoadingConversion and Loading

• Loading into the geodatabase
–IFeatureDataConverter–IFeatureDataConverter

• Used for converting simple features only
• A lot of set-up required
• Provides many options and a lot of control

–Geoprocessing tools
• Course grainedCourse grained
• Less options available
• Facilitates loading
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Conversion and LoadingConversion and Loading

• Between Geodatabases
–IGeoDBDataTransfer–IGeoDBDataTransfer

• Supports simple and non-simple features
• Works at Dataset level, not the workspace level

–IGdbXmlImport and IGdbXmlExport
• Supports simple and non-simple features
• Workspace\Dataset levelWorkspace\Dataset level

–Can also use methods outlined in previous slide
• Not as optimal as methods outlined above
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Conversion and LoadingConversion and Loading

• IFeatureClassLoad::LoadOnlyMode
–ArcSDE and File Geodatabases

• For a feature class or table in load-only mode:
–Disable updating of spatial and attribute indexes (File Geodatabase 

only)only)

• Taking the feature class or table out of load-only mode 
rebuilds indexes

• Keep your use of LoadOnlyMode tight!
–While in load-only mode, other applications cannot work with the data

Acquire an exclusive schema lock on the feature class prior to putting–Acquire an exclusive schema lock on the feature class prior to putting 
it into Load Only Mode
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Data Loading demoData Loading demoData Loading demoData Loading demo

•• Data LoadingData Loading
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Levels of CustomizationLevels of Customization

Class & workspace
extensionsextensions

VBA

Connectivity
& topo rules

Subtypes

Domains
& validation

162162
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Level of CustomizationLevel of Customization

•• Application levelApplication level
––ProsPros

•• Business logic is stored within applicationBusiness logic is stored within application
•• Can access data without customizationCan access data without customization

––ConsCons––ConsCons
•• Only available when application is runningOnly available when application is running
•• Users do not always interact with application customizationUsers do not always interact with application customization
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Level of CustomizationLevel of Customization

•• Database levelDatabase level
––Class / Workspace extensionsClass / Workspace extensionspp
––ProsPros

•• Business Logic is stored with dataBusiness Logic is stored with data
•• Always available, regardless of applicationAlways available, regardless of applicationAlways available, regardless of applicationAlways available, regardless of application

––ConsCons
•• One class extension per feature classOne class extension per feature class
•• All users requireAll users require dlldll to even view datato even view dataAll users require All users require dlldll to even view datato even view data
•• Database is unusable if code failsDatabase is unusable if code fails
•• Impacts on performanceImpacts on performance

•• Use for important business rules that can be simply Use for important business rules that can be simply 
implemented without serious performance considerations.implemented without serious performance considerations.
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Level of CustomizationLevel of Customization

•• Custom featuresCustom features
––ProsPros

•• Provide near total control over functionality.Provide near total control over functionality.
––ConsCons

•• Performance can suffer, since code is executed redundantly for everyPerformance can suffer, since code is executed redundantly for everyPerformance can suffer, since code is executed redundantly for every Performance can suffer, since code is executed redundantly for every 
feature.feature.

•• Handling of row and relationship events is less stable than class Handling of row and relationship events is less stable than class 
extensions. extensions. 

•• Technically challenging to implement.Technically challenging to implement.
•• Only supported in C++Only supported in C++

•• Problem can often be solved by class extension or Problem can often be solved by class extension or 
application customizationapplication customization
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Examples of CustomizationExamples of Customization

•• Schema generation Schema generation 
•• Custom drawingCustom drawingCustom drawingCustom drawing
•• Custom property inspection and validationCustom property inspection and validation
•• Custom split policiesCustom split policies
•• Related object creation notificationRelated object creation notification
•• PlugInPlugIn Data SourcesData Sources
•• Workspace logsWorkspace logs
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Customization demoCustomization demoCustomization demoCustomization demo

•• “Time Stamper” demo“Time Stamper” demo
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Common Geodatabase API Programming MistakesCommon Geodatabase API Programming Mistakes

•• http://resources.esri.com/help/9.3/ArcGISDesktop/dotnet/09bd80http://resources.esri.com/help/9.3/ArcGISDesktop/dotnet/09bd80
5959--f031f031--4b884b88--bac8bac8--3b4b73dccb05.htm3b4b73dccb05.htm

•• Recycling and CursorsRecycling and Cursors
•• Overuse of Overuse of FindFieldFindField
•• Scoping cursors to edit operations Scoping cursors to edit operations 
•• Performing DDL inside of edit sessions Performing DDL inside of edit sessions 
•• Calling Store inside of StoreCalling Store inside of Store--triggered eventstriggered events•• Calling Store inside of StoreCalling Store inside of Store--triggered events triggered events 
•• GetFeatureGetFeature and and GetFeaturesGetFeatures
•• Careless reuse ofCareless reuse of variables variables 

ff•• Inserts and relationship class notification Inserts and relationship class notification 
•• Modifying schema objects Modifying schema objects 
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Other recommended sessions…Other recommended sessions…

•• Geometric Networks for Developers (Demo Theatre)Geometric Networks for Developers (Demo Theatre)
–– Wednesday, 12:00pm, Oasis 1Wednesday, 12:00pm, Oasis 1

•• Effective Geodatabase ProgrammingEffective Geodatabase Programming
–– Tuesday, 1:00pm Tuesday, 1:00pm –– 2:15pm, Pasadena/Ventura/Sierra2:15pm, Pasadena/Ventura/Sierra

•• Developing with ArcGIS Raster APIsDeveloping with ArcGIS Raster APIsDeveloping with ArcGIS Raster APIsDeveloping with ArcGIS Raster APIs
–– Wednesday, 1:00pm Wednesday, 1:00pm –– 2:15pm, 2:15pm, SmoketreeSmoketree A A -- EE

•• Distributed Geodatabase DevelopmentDistributed Geodatabase Development
W d d 2 45W d d 2 45 4 004 00 S k tS k t AA EE–– Wednesday, 2:45pm Wednesday, 2:45pm –– 4:00pm, 4:00pm, SmoketreeSmoketree A A -- EE

•• Implementing Enterprise Applications with the GeodatabaseImplementing Enterprise Applications with the Geodatabase
–– Wednesday, 4:30pm Wednesday, 4:30pm –– 5:45pm, 5:45pm, SmoketreeSmoketree A A -- EEy py p pp

•• Working Effectively with the Geodatabase Using SQLWorking Effectively with the Geodatabase Using SQL
–– Thursday, 8:30am Thursday, 8:30am –– 9:45am, Primrose C/D9:45am, Primrose C/D

ESRI Developer Summit 2008ESRI Developer Summit 2008 170170



Additional ResourcesAdditional Resources
Questions, answers and information…Questions, answers and information…

•• Tech Talk Tech Talk •• ESRI Resource CentersESRI Resource Centers
–– Outside this room right now!Outside this room right now! –– PPTs, code and videoPPTs, code and video

resources.esri.comresources.esri.com
•• Meet the Team Meet the Team 

–– Wednesday at 10:30 amWednesday at 10:30 am

•• Social NetworkingSocial NetworkingSocial NetworkingSocial Networking
www.twitter.com/www.twitter.com/
ESRIDevSummitESRIDevSummit

tinyurl.com/tinyurl.com/
ESRIDevSummitFBESRIDevSummitFB



Want to Learn More?Want to Learn More?
ESRI Training and Education ResourcesESRI Training and Education Resources

•• InstructorInstructor--Led TrainingLed Traininggg
––Data Management in the Multiuser GeodatabaseData Management in the Multiuser Geodatabase

http://www.esri.com/traininghttp://www.esri.com/training


